
 
 
 
 
 

 
“Our mission is to maintain the character of our “small town” community while striking an appropriate 

balance between economic development and preservation of our quality of life. We help create a 
dynamic and vital City by providing quality, cost-effective municipal services and by forming 

partnerships with residents and organizations in the constant pursuit of excellence.” 
 

Page Item           STANDING AGENDA ITEMS 
 1.  Call to Order and Flag Salute 
 2.  Roll call 
 3.   Public Comment: 

Welcome to our Planning Commission meeting.  The Commission invites the public to 
address the Commission on issues not listed on the agenda and that are within the 
Commission’s subject matter jurisdiction.  Those wishing to address the Commission are 
asked to sign-in and indicate their topic of interest.  The public has a right to address the 
Commission on any subject within the Commission’s jurisdiction; however, the Commission 
may limit public comment on matters that are outside of its jurisdiction.  The Planning 
Commission may regulate the total amount of time on particular issues and for speakers 
(typically 3 minutes).  The Commission may place additional time limits on comments, to 
ensure members of the public have opportunity to speak and the Commission is able to 
complete its work.  A group may be asked to choose a spokesperson to address the 
Commission on a subject matter, or the Commission may limit the number of persons 
addressing the Commission whenever a group of persons wishes to address the 
Commission on the same subject matter.  Speakers are asked to provide their name and 
address for the public record.  We greatly appreciate your active participation. 
  4.  Meeting Minutes  
a. Approval of Minutes: Planning Commission Regular Meeting Minutes for Tuesday,  

January 17, 2017 
b. Approval of Minutes: Planning Commission Regular Meeting Minutes for Tuesday, May 

16, 2017 
c. Approval of Minutes: Planning Commission Regular Meeting Minutes for Tuesday, May 

16, 2017 
 

  5. Cannabis Industry Zoning Amendment 
Background: The passing of Proposition 64 has opened opportunities for the City of Mt. 
Shasta to zone for the cannabis industry. The cannabis industry has been broken down into 
allowable industries and zoned according to the characteristics of each type. 
 
Commission Action: Recommend approval of zoning amendment to create Chapter 18.91 
“Cannabis Industry Land Use”.  
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6. Cannabis Retail License and Standards Ordinance
Background: The City of Mt. Shasta has maintained a “Marijuana Medical Dispensary”
Ordinance since 2006. The changes to cannabis regulation on the state level has expanded the
retail side of the cannabis industry to include recreational. The propose ordinance is geared
toward regulating the available retail outlets to obtain cannabis.

Commission Action: Recommend striking Chapter 18.96 “Medical Marijuana Dispensaries”
and creating Chapter 5.70 “Cannabis Retail Licenses and Standards”.

7. Cannabis Industry License and Standards Ordinance
Background: Proposition 64 has opened opportunities for the cannabis industry as an
economic asset to communities. The proposed cannabis industry ordinance aims to regulate
the industry at the cultivation, manufacturing, distribution, transporting, and testing level.

Commission Action: Recommend creating Chapter 5.80 “Cannabis Industry Licenses and
Standards”. 

8. Resilience Dialogue Program
Background: The City of Mt. Shasta participated in a national program to identify and discuss
climate resilience. The dialogues connected the City with subject matter experts to identify
key questions and action steps to achieve climate resilience.

Commission Action: Recommend the City Council pursue a General Plan rewrite to be
complete prior to 2020. Recommend to the City Council that the Planning Commission be
charged with serving as the Framing Committee and overseeing the progress of the General
Plan.

9. Planning Department Priorities Update
Background: The Planning Commission, as part of the 2016 General Plan review, set priorities
for the year. The Planning Department has achieved or is on track to achieve the priorities.
The item will be a review of progress and request for changes.

Commission Action: Recommend changes in the Planning Department priorities.

10. Commission and Staff Comments

9. Future Agenda Items – Future items are topics brought to the Planning Commission from a
public petition, city staff, Planning Commission member(s), and City Council for review and
action. All dates refer to first introductions to the Planning Commission and can be altered due
to time and priority level.

a. Freeze Mini-Storage and Car Wash – 8/29/2017
b. Special Event Ordinance – 7/18/2017
c. Hazard Mitigation Plan Workshop – 9/2017
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10. Adjourn – Next meeting scheduled for Tuesday, September 19, 2017, at 6:00pm

Availability of Public Records:  All public records related to an open session item on this 
agenda, which are not exempt from disclosure pursuant to the California Public Records 
Act, that are distributed to a majority of the legislative body will be available for public 
inspection at City Hall located at 305 North Mt. Shasta Blvd., Mt. Shasta, CA at the same 
time the public records are distributed or made available to the members of the legislative 
body. Agenda related writings or documents provided to a majority of the legislative body 
after distribution of the Agenda packet will be available for public review within a separate 
binder at City Hall at the same time as they are made available to the members of the 
legislative body. 
The  City of Mt. Shasta  does  not  discriminate on the  basis of race, color, national origin,  
sex, religion,  age or disability in  employment or provision of  services.   In compliance 
with the Americans with Disabilities Act, persons requiring accommodations for a disability 
at a public meeting should notify the Deputy City Clerk at least 48 hours prior to the 
meeting at (530) 926-7510 in order to allow the City sufficient time to make reasonable 
arrangements to accommodate participation in this meeting. 

Any writings or documents provided to a majority of the Planning Commission after distribution of 
the meeting Agenda Packet regarding any open session item on this agenda will be made available for 
public inspection during normal business hours within the binder entitled “Agenda Packet for Front 
Counter” located at City Hall at the desk on the right-hand side inside the front door. 
Projects heard at this Planning Commission meeting may be subject to appeal.  Please contact the 
Planning Department for information.  Appeals must be submitted to the City Clerk’s office together 
with the appeal fee.  If you challenge the environmental review of the project proposal in court, you 
may be limited to raising only those issues raised at the public hearing or in written correspondence 
delivered to the Planning Department on, or prior to, closing of the public comment period. 
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“Our mission is to maintain the character of our “small town” community while striking an appropriate balance between 
economic development and preservation of our quality of life. We help create a dynamic and vital City by providing quality, 

cost-effective municipal services and by forming partnerships with residents and organizations in the constant pursuit of 
excellence.” 

Page Item  STANDING AGENDA ITEMS 

1. Call to Order and Flag Salute -  Chair Higuera called to order at 6:02pm

2. Roll call

Present: Chair Higuera, Commissioners Pardee, Findling, Acord

Absent: Commissioner Clure and Beck

3. Approval of Minutes – postponed due to lack of quorum

4. Public Comment:
Welcome to our Planning Commission meeting.  The Commission invites the public to address the
Commission on issues not listed on the agenda and that are within the Commission’s subject matter 
jurisdiction.  Those wishing to address the Commission are asked to sign-in and indicate their topic 
of interest.  The public has a right to address the Commission on any subject within the 
Commission’s jurisdiction; however, the Commission may limit public comment on matters that are 
outside of its jurisdiction.  The Planning Commission may regulate the total amount of time on 
particular issues and for speakers (typically 3 minutes).  The Commission may place additional time 
limits on comments, to ensure members of the public have opportunity to speak and the 
Commission is able to complete its work.  A group may be asked to choose a spokesperson to 
address the Commission on a subject matter, or the Commission may limit the number of persons 
addressing the Commission whenever a group of persons wishes to address the Commission on the 
same subject matter.  Speakers are asked to provide their name and address for the public record. 
We greatly appreciate your active participation. 
 

5. Consent Agenda
Consent Agenda items are matters requiring a Planning Commission review but which, following an
initial evaluation by staff, have been found to be consistent with existing City regulations and the 
City General Plan and are, therefore, recommended for “routine” approval.  If it is determined by 
the Commission that a Consent Agenda item requires further discussion and review, it will be 
removed to the regular agenda for consideration.  The remaining items will be handled as a group 
by a single action of the Commission. 

6. 2016.16: Secondhand Smoke Ordinance Second Reading
Juliana Lucchesi: Presentation of staff report
Clarifying questions from Planning Commission
Roslyn McCoy: Discussion and questions about smoking areas for smokers
Commissioner Acord: Amend ordinance to add recreational
Commissioner Findling: Amend to address grammar and wording

COMMISSON ACTION: Amend and approve Smoking Control Ordinance to the City Council
MOTION TO APPROVE: Commissioner Findling
SECOND: Commissioner Pardee
AYES: Chair Higuera, Commissioners Acord, Pardee, and Findling
NOES: None
ABSENT: Commissioners Clure and Beck
ABSTAIN: None

Mt. Shasta City Council Regular Planning Commission Meeting Draft Minutes 
Mt. Shasta Community Center, 629 Alder Street Tuesday, 

Tuesday, January 17, 2017; 6:00 p.m. 
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7. 2016.16: Smoke-Free District Map Creation
Juliana Lucchesi: Presentation of smoke free district map and regulations
Clarifying questions from Planning Commission
Commissioner Findling: Amend map to add alleyways to assist smokers

COMMISSON ACTION: Approve Smoke-Free District map and regulations as amended for
recommendation to the City Council
MOTION TO APPROVE: Commissioner Pardee
SECOND: Commissioner Findling
AYES: Chair Higuera, Commissioners Acord, Pardee, and Findling
NOES: None
ABSENT: Commissioners Clure and Beck
ABSTAIN: None

8. 2016.03: Night Sky/ Lighting Ordinance Discussion
Juliana Lucchesi: Presentation of the staff report 
Clarifying questions from Planning Commissioners 
Roslyn McCoy: Discussion on City street lighting 
Discussion Closed. Consensus to move forward with a draft ordinance 

9. 2016.10: Sign Ordinance Illumination and Dynamic Elements
Juliana Lucchesi: Presentation of the staff report 
Clarifying questions from Planning Commissioners 
Discussion Closed. Consensus to move forward with a draft ordinance 

10. Commission and Staff Comments
Commissioner Pardee: Discussion on sign enforcement
Juliana Lucchesi: Discussion on code enforcement
Commissioner Acord: Discussion on the property at 305 Old McCloud
Juliana Lucchesi: Update on Sewer Break

11. Future Agenda Items – Future items are topics brought to the Planning Commission from a public
petition, city staff, Planning Commission member(s), and City Council for review and action. All dates refer to 
first introductions to the Planning Commission and can be altered due to time and priority level.

a. General Plan Progress Report – 1/17/2017
b. Off-Street Parking Requirements – 2/21/2017
c. Orchard Annexation Pre-zoning – 2/21/2017

11. Adjourn – Meeting adjourned at 8:03pm

Availability of Public Records:  All public records related to an open session item on this agenda,
which are not exempt from disclosure pursuant to the California Public Records Act, that are 
distributed to a majority of the legislative body will be available for public inspection at City Hall 
located at 305 North Mt. Shasta Blvd., Mt. Shasta, CA at the same time the public records are 
distributed or made available to the members of the legislative body. Agenda related writings or 
documents provided to a majority of the legislative body after distribution of the Agenda packet 
will be available for public review within a separate binder at City Hall at the same time as they are 
made available to the members of the legislative body. 
The  City of Mt. Shasta  does  not  discriminate on the  basis of race, color, national origin,  sex, 
religion,  age or disability in  employment or provision of  services.   In compliance with the 
Americans with Disabilities Act, persons requiring accommodations for a disability at a public 
meeting should notify the Deputy City Clerk at least 48 hours prior to the meeting at (530) 926-
7510 in order to allow the City sufficient time to make reasonable arrangements to accommodate 
participation in this meeting. 

Any writings or documents provided to a majority of the Planning Commission after distribution of the meeting 
Agenda Packet regarding any open session item on this agenda will be made available for public inspection 
during normal business hours within the binder entitled “Agenda Packet for Front Counter” located at City 
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Hall at the desk on the right-hand side inside the front door. 
Projects heard at this Planning Commission meeting may be subject to appeal.  Please contact the Planning 
Department for information.  Appeals must be submitted to the City Clerk’s office together with the appeal 
fee.  If you challenge the environmental review of the project proposal in court, you may be limited to 
raising only those issues raised at the public hearing or in written correspondence delivered to the Planning 
Department on, or prior to, closing of the public comment period. 
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“Our mission is to maintain the character of our “small town” community while striking an appropriate 
balance between economic development and preservation of our quality of life. We help create a 

dynamic and vital City by providing quality, cost-effective municipal services and by forming 
partnerships with residents and organizations in the constant pursuit of excellence.” 

Page Item     STANDING AGENDA ITEMS 

1. Call to Order and Flag Salute – Vice-Chair Findling called to order at 6:03pm

2. Roll call

Present:, Commissioners Saryon, Kirby, Beck, Acord, and Findling

Absent: Chair Higuera and Commissioners Pardee

3. Public Comment:
None

4. Meeting Minutes

A. Approval of Minutes: Planning Commission Regular Meeting Minutes for Tuesday,
January 17, 2017

No quorum. Moved to next meeting.

B. Approval of Minutes: Planning Commission Regular Meeting Minutes for Tuesday, April
21, 2017

COMMISSION ACTION: Moved to approve as presented
MOTION TO APPROVE: Commissioner Beck
SECOND: Commissioner Kirby
AYES: Commissioners Saryon, Beck, Kirby, and Acord
NOES: None
ABSTAIN: Commissioner Findling
ABSENT: Chair Higuera and Commissioners Pardee

Mt. Shasta Regular Planning Commission DRAFT Meeting Minutes 
C i t y  P a r k  U p p e r  L o d g e  1 3 1 5  N i x o n  R d .

M t .  S h a s t a ,  C A  
Tuesday, May 16, 2017; 6:00 p.m. 
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5. 2017.12 United Caring Association Conditional Use Permit
Juliana Lucchesi, City Planner: Presentation of application and staff report
Clarifying questions from Planning Commission
Applicant: Discussion on transition of single-family home to a three business office.
City Planner: Determined the application was filed incorrectly as a conditional use permit
for a home occupation. There is no home occupation; therefore, no home occupation
permit can be assigned. R-1 Low Density Residential does not allow office building as a
conditional use. Request cannot be granted according to Municipal Code.

Public Comment:
Patricia Lobio: Neighbor in support of the businesses but against an office in a residential
area.
Susie Carter:  Neighbor against the office building in the neighborhood and caution about
road turn-arounds
Roslynn McCoy: Neighbor against having office space in residential neighborhood. In favor
of finding a better place for businesses.

COMMISSION ACTION: Moved to deny Conditional Use Permit 
MOTION TO APPROVE: Commissioner Beck 
SECOND: Commissioner Kirby 
AYES: Commissioners Saryon, Beck, Kirby, and Acord 
NOES: None 
ABSTAIN: None 
ABSENT: Chair Higuera and Commissioners Pardee 

6. 2016.03 Lighting Ordinance
Juliana Lucchesi, City Planner: Presentation of staff report on the proposed lighting 
ordinance 
Questions and discussion on locations of lighting overlay zones. Discussion related to high 
density areas having more light. Request for presentation on terms for clarification. 

Public Comment: None 

COMMISSION ACTION: Comments for draft lighting overlay zoning 

7. 2016.10 Sign Ordinance
Juliana Lucchesi, City Planner: Presentation of staff report on the permitting and 
nonconforming regulations. 
Questions and discussion on amortization process, design aspects of signs, and permitting 
authority in the City.  

Public Comment: None 

COMMISSION ACTION: Comments for permitting and no amoritization 
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8. Commission and Staff Comments
City Planner: Announcement of library open house and design. Cannabis subcommittee 
update. 
Vice-Chair Findling: Discussion on continuing communication between Planning Committee 
and City Council. 

9. Future Agenda Items – Future items are topics brought to the Planning Commission from a
public petition, city staff, Planning Commission member(s), and City Council for review and
action. All dates refer to first introductions to the Planning Commission and can be altered due
to time and priority level.

a. Best Western Sign Variance – 6/20/2017
b. Accessory Dwelling Units – 6/20/2017
c. Architectural Design Guideline Amendments – 6/20/2017
d. Resiliency Dialogue Synthesis Report – 7/18/2017
e. Special Event Ordinance – 7/18/2017
f. Hazard Mitigation Plan Workshop – 7/2017
g. Roseburg Commerce Park Land Use Plan Discussion – 8/15/2017
h. Off-Street Parking Requirements – 8/15/2017
i. Green Space and Green Infrastructure Planning – 9/19/2017

10. Adjourn – Adjourned at 7:22pm

Availability of Public Records:  All public records related to an open session item on this 
agenda, which are not exempt from disclosure pursuant to the California Public Records 
Act, that are distributed to a majority of the legislative body will be available for public 
inspection at City Hall located at 305 North Mt. Shasta Blvd., Mt. Shasta, CA at the same 
time the public records are distributed or made available to the members of the legislative 
body. Agenda related writings or documents provided to a majority of the legislative body 
after distribution of the Agenda packet will be available for public review within a separate 
binder at City Hall at the same time as they are made available to the members of the 
legislative body. 
The  City of Mt. Shasta  does  not  discriminate on the  basis of race, color, national origin,  
sex, religion,  age or disability in  employment or provision of  services.   In compliance 
with the Americans with Disabilities Act, persons requiring accommodations for a disability 
at a public meeting should notify the Deputy City Clerk at least 48 hours prior to the 
meeting at (530) 926-7510 in order to allow the City sufficient time to make reasonable 
arrangements to accommodate participation in this meeting. 

Any writings or documents provided to a majority of the Planning Commission after distribution of 
the meeting Agenda Packet regarding any open session item on this agenda will be made available for 
public inspection during normal business hours within the binder entitled “Agenda Packet for Front 
Counter” located at City Hall at the desk on the right-hand side inside the front door. 
Projects heard at this Planning Commission meeting may be subject to appeal.  Please contact the 
Planning Department for information.  Appeals must be submitted to the City Clerk’s office together 
with the appeal fee.  If you challenge the environmental review of the project proposal in court, you 
may be limited to raising only those issues raised at the public hearing or in written correspondence 
delivered to the Planning Department on, or prior to, closing of the public comment period. 
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“Our mission is to maintain the character of our “small town” community while striking an appropriate 
balance between economic development and preservation of our quality of life. We help create a 

dynamic and vital City by providing quality, cost-effective municipal services and by forming 
partnerships with residents and organizations in the constant pursuit of excellence.” 

Page Item     STANDING AGENDA ITEMS 

1. Call to Order and Flag Salute – Chair Higuera called to order at 6:01pm

2. Roll call

Present:, Chair Higuera, Commissioners Saryon, Kirby, Beck, Pardee, and Findling

Absent: Commissioner Acord

3. Public Comment:
None

4. Consent Agenda – The City Planner recommends approval of the following Consent
Agenda items. All Resolutions and Ordinances on this agenda, or added hereto, shall be
introduced or adopted, as applicable, by title only, and the full reading thereof is hereby
waived.

a. Approval of Minutes: Planning Commission Regular Meeting Minutes for Tuesday,
January 17, 2017

No quorum. Moved to next meeting.

Mt. Shasta Special Planning Commission DRAFT Meeting Minutes 
C i t y  P a r k  U p p e r  L o d g e  1 3 1 5  N i x o n  R d .

M t .  S h a s t a ,  C A  
Tuesday, June 27, 2017; 6:00 p.m. 
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5. 2017. Accessory Dwelling Unit Ordinance Update
Juliana Lucchesi, City Planner: Presentation of staff report on state changes to Accessory 
Dwelling Unit regulations. Staff report available in the agenda packet. 

Questions and discussion regarding parking requirements, single-family use, minimum 
square footage, and smaller housing units. 

Public Comment: None 

COMMISSION ACTION: Moved to approve as presented and transmit to City Council 
MOTION TO APPROVE: Commissioner Findling 
SECOND: Commissioner Saryon 
AYES: Chair Higuera, Commissioners Saryon, Kirby, and Pardee 
NOES: Commissioner Beck 
ABSTAIN: None 
ABSENT: Commissioner Acord 

6. Public Library Architectural Design
Juliana Lucchesi, City Planner: Presentation of staff report on library expansion and 
renovation concept. 

Questions and discussion on preferred amenities. Specific amenities to the building site are 
energy efficiency, pedestrian connection of parking, security, ensuring maintenance and 
attractiveness of landscaping. 

Public Comment: None 

COMMISSION ACTION: Moved to approve and transmit to City Council 
MOTION TO APPROVE: Commissioner Pardee 
SECOND: Commissioner Beck 
AYES: Chair Higuera, Commissioners Saryon, Kirby, Beck, and Pardee 
NOES: None 
ABSTAIN: None 
ABSENT: Commissioner Acord 
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7. Chamber of Commerce Architectural Design
Juliana Lucchesi, City Planner: Presentation of visitor center architectural concept and 
design. 

Questions and discussion concerning overhangs and roofing of the building, blind corner at 
Pine and Lake Street, public restroom facilities, and parking availability. 

Public Comment: 

Elizabeth Tabor: Agreement with design and concern for traffic congestion at Pine Street 
and Lake Street intersection 

Public Comment Closed 

COMMISSION ACTION: Moved to approve with comments on parking, energy design, and 
building orientation. 
MOTION TO APPROVE: Commissioner Findling 
SECOND: Commissioner Pardee 
AYES: Chair Higuera, Commissioners Saryon, Kirby, Beck, and Pardee 
NOES: None 
ABSTAIN: None 
ABSENT: Commissioner Acord 

8. Cannabis Industry Zoning Amendment
Juliana Lucchesi, City Planner: Presentation of cannabis industry zoning amendment and staff 
report. 

Questions and discussion concerning P-D zoning clarification, expanding zoning options to 
C-2 General Commercial as a use by right and C-1 Downtown Commercial as a conditional
use permit, and assigning personal gardens to use specific not zoning designation.

Public Comment 

Ali Taghaui: Discussion on volatile extraction methods. Request for clarification on the 
definition of volatile chemicals. 

Gina Munday: Discussion on personal garden locations and nursery definition. 

Public Comment Closed 

COMMISSION ACTION: Moved to table to next meeting. 
MOTION TO TABLE: Commissioner Findling 
SECOND: Commissioner Beck 
AYES: Chair Higuera, Commissioners Saryon, Kirby, Beck, and Pardee 
NOES: None 
ABSTAIN: None 
ABSENT: Commissioner Acord 

Roll call 

Present:, Chair Higuera, Commissioners Saryon, Kirby, Pardee, and Findling 
Absent: Commissioner Acord and Beck 
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9. Cannabis Retail License and Standards Ordinance
Juliana Lucchesi, City Planner: Presentation of retail license and standard ordinance creation 
and staff report. 

Questions and discussion concerning liability of the City related to licensing and proximity 
to alcohol establishments. 

Public Comment: 

Ali Taghaui: Discussion on deliveries of products to patients. 

Public Comment Closed 

Discussion and request for more information on deliveries. 

COMMISSION ACTION: Moved to table to next meeting. 
MOTION TO TABLE: Commissioner Pardee 
SECOND: Commissioner Kirby 
AYES: Chair Higuera, Commissioners Saryon, Kirby, and Pardee 
NOES: None 
ABSTAIN: None 
ABSENT: Commissioner Acord and Beck 

10. Cannabis Industry License and Standards Ordinance
Juliana Lucchesi, City Planner: Presentation of industry license and standard ordinance 
creation and staff report. 

Questions and discussion concerning nursery, testing, and distribution uses. Discussion on 
cultivation and public view. 

Public Comment:  

Jennifer Merritt: Discussion on vertical integration of cannabis industry types. 

Ali Taghaui: Discussion on total number of licenses at on property. 

Elizabeth Tabor: Discussion on the total number of permits. 

Public Comment Closed 

Discussion on vape lounges and smoking rooms. 

COMMISSION ACTION: Moved to table to next meeting. 
MOTION TO TABLE: Commissioner Pardee 
SECOND: Commissioner Kirby 
AYES: Chair Higuera, Commissioners Saryon, Kirby, and Pardee 
NOES: None 
ABSTAIN: None 
ABSENT: Commissioner Acord and Beck 

11. Commission and Staff Comments - None
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12. Future Agenda Items – Future items are topics brought to the Planning Commission from a
public petition, city staff, Planning Commission member(s), and City Council for review and
action. All dates refer to first introductions to the Planning Commission and can be altered due
to time and priority level.

a. Architectural Design Guideline Amendments – 7/18/2017
b. Resiliency Dialogue Synthesis Report – 7/18/2017
c. Special Event Ordinance – 7/18/2017
d. Hazard Mitigation Plan Workshop – 7/2017
e. Roseburg Commerce Park Land Use Plan Discussion – 8/15/2017
f. Freeze Mini-Storage and Car Wash Conditional Use/Architectural – 8/15/2017
g. Off-Street Parking Requirements – 8/15/2017

13. Adjourn – Adjourned at 8:23pm
Next meeting scheduled for Tuesday, July 18, 2017, at 6:00pm 
Availability of Public Records:  All public records related to an open session item on this 
agenda, which are not exempt from disclosure pursuant to the California Public Records 
Act, that are distributed to a majority of the legislative body will be available for public 
inspection at City Hall located at 305 North Mt. Shasta Blvd., Mt. Shasta, CA at the same 
time the public records are distributed or made available to the members of the legislative 
body. Agenda related writings or documents provided to a majority of the legislative body 
after distribution of the Agenda packet will be available for public review within a separate 
binder at City Hall at the same time as they are made available to the members of the 
legislative body. 
The  City of Mt. Shasta  does  not  discriminate on the  basis of race, color, national origin,  
sex, religion,  age or disability in  employment or provision of  services.   In compliance 
with the Americans with Disabilities Act, persons requiring accommodations for a disability 
at a public meeting should notify the Deputy City Clerk at least 48 hours prior to the 
meeting at (530) 926-7510 in order to allow the City sufficient time to make reasonable 
arrangements to accommodate participation in this meeting. 

Any writings or documents provided to a majority of the Planning Commission after distribution of 
the meeting Agenda Packet regarding any open session item on this agenda will be made available for 
public inspection during normal business hours within the binder entitled “Agenda Packet for Front 
Counter” located at City Hall at the desk on the right-hand side inside the front door. 
Projects heard at this Planning Commission meeting may be subject to appeal.  Please contact the 
Planning Department for information.  Appeals must be submitted to the City Clerk’s office together 
with the appeal fee.  If you challenge the environmental review of the project proposal in court, you 
may be limited to raising only those issues raised at the public hearing or in written correspondence 
delivered to the Planning Department on, or prior to, closing of the public comment period. 
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Planning Commission Agenda Item # 5-7 
Staff Report 

Meeting Date: August 15, 2017 

To: Planning Commission 

From: City Planner  

Subject:     Cannabis Zoning, Retail, and Industry Proposed Ordinances 

Recommendation: 

Recommend amendments and direction to city staff. 

Or 

1. Recommend approval of zoning amendment to create Chapter 18.91 “Cannabis Industry
Land Use”.

2. Recommend striking Chapter 18.96 “Medical Marijuana Dispensaries” and creating
Chapter 5.70 “Cannabis Retail Licenses and Standards”.

3. Recommend creating Chapter 5.80 “Cannabis Industry Licenses and Standards”.

Background: 

The passing of Proposition 215, Assembly Bills 243 and 266, Senate Bill 643, and Proposition 64 
have legalized medical and recreational cannabis. The legislation breaks the cannabis industry into 
cultivation, manufacturing, distribution, testing, transportation, and retail sales. The City of Mt. 
Shasta will be involved in the local regulation and licensing for cannabis industry activities.  

Cannabis Subcommittee: 

The Cannabis Subcommittee was approved for formation in early 2017 to explore the cannabis 
industry regulations. The committee decided to separate the planning process into sections to 
make the process easier (Attachment 1). The committee then investigated state and city 
regulations to draft proposals that would fit the needs of the City of Mt. Shasta. The committee 
has created the three proposed ordinances to regulation and zone for the cannabis industry. 

Town Hall Meeting: 

The subcommittee held a Town Hall meeting June 8, 2017 from 6 to 8pm. There were 
approximate 20 individuals that attended the event. All of the participants indicated they were in 

X Regular 
Consent 
Closed 
Presentation 
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favor of the regulations. The chief comments received were to open up the C-1 and C-2 zoning 
areas for the use of cultivators and manufacturers.   

General Plan Connection: 

The cannabis industry ordinances changes do not result in any changes to current land use 
practices and zoning designations.  

Environmental Review: 

The amendments to Chapter 18.96 are considered exempt from the California Environmental 
Quality Act (CEQA) process. The amendments do not change the current land use categories or 
alter their definitions and allowable uses. Dispensaries are considered similar uses to pharmacies, 
clinical space, and retail. Major changes to the ordinance are concerned with administrative 
process which has no direct or indirect impact on the environment.  

Projects are defined as an activity which may cause wither a direct physical change in the 
environment, or a reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in the environment. It is 
determined that the amendments recommended do not result in a direct impact on the 
environment or increase indirect impacts. The amendments are not considered a project under 
the CEQA process; therefore, does not need to be assessed. 

Ordinance Reviews 

The City Attorney has reviewed and recommended changes to the ordinances highlighted in red. 
The comments are primarily concerned with not violating Fourth Amendment rights and due 
process. 

The additional changes to the ordinances includes the addition of terms “nonvolatile solvents” 
and “volatile solvents”. The clarification of terms was requested by the public an Planning 
Commission at the last meeting. These term defintions are the same as the state of California’s. 

The Planned Development (P-D) zone was removed from the land use table due to questions 
about confusing regualtions. An addition to 18.91.030 elaborates on the ability of a Specific Plan 
to address cannabis land use. Specific Plans are approved by both the City Council and Planning 
Commission before enactment. This gives the legislative bodies te ability to ensure cannabis land 
use is appropriate for Planned Developments or other area plans.  

Attachments: 

1. City of Mt. Shasta Cannabis Planning Process

2. Proposed Chapter 18.91 Cannabis Industry Land Use

3. Proposed Chapter 5.70 Cannabis Retail License and Standards

4. Proposed Chapter 5.80 Cannabis Industry License and Standards
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Chapter 18.91 Cannabis Industry Land Use 

18.91.010 Purpose 
18.91.020 Intent 
18.91.030 Land Use Table 
18.91.040 Definitions 
18.91.050 Personal Garden Tag 
18.91.060 Development Standards 
18.91.070 Permits 

18.91.010 Purpose 

The purpose of this Chapter is to define where cannabis industry as a land use can be located 
within the identified zoning districts as called out in the Land Use Table in Section 18.91.030. 
For zoning districts not called out in the table it shall be presumed that the industry is expressly 
prohibited within that zoning district.  

18.91.020 Intent 

The intent of this section shall be to insure that cannabis industry facilities are operated in such a 
manner as to insure the public health and safety of the residents and businesses of the City of Mt. 
Shasta. 

18.91.030 Land Use Table 

A. The Land Use Table shall be used to determine whether a cannabis industry is permitted
(P), not permitted (NP), and permitted with a Conditional Use Permit (CP). If a Zoning
District in Title 18 is not listed in the Land Use Table in this section then the use is
expressly prohibited, unless specifically addressed in a Specific Plan..
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Footnotes 

⁰ - Not permitted for onsite retail to public. 
1 – Nonvolatile manufacturing means processing using any solvent used in the extraction process 
that is not a volatile solvent, including carbon dioxide. Nonvolatile manufacturing does not 
include processing using any solvent that is or produces a flammable gas or vapor that, when 
present in the air in sufficient quantities, will create explosive or ignitable mixtures 

18.91.040 Definitions 

The definitions listed here are applicable throughout the Municipal Code where cannabis is 
referenced. All definitions are intended to comply with those in the City of Mt. Shasta Municipal 
Code, State regulations, Business and Professions Code, and in the State of California Health and 
Safety Code, and as they may be amended.  

A. Accessory Structure means a detached building subordinate to and located on the
same parcel as a residence, the use of which is incidental to that of the residence.
Accessory structure does not include and tent, trailer, recreational vehicle, or other
vehicle, or any building designed or used for habitation.

B. Address of Record the permanent address of an individual or organization
C. Applicant shall mean a person who is required to file an application for a permit or

license under this municipal code chapter
D. Batch or Harvest Batch means a specifically identified quantity of dried flower or

trim, leaves, and other cannabis plant matter that is uniform in strain, harvested at the
same time, and, if applicable, cultivated using State approved pesticides and other
agricultural chemicals.

E. Bureau means the Bureau of Marijuana Control, previously named the Bureau of
Medical Cannabis Regulation and Bureau of Medical Marijuana Regulation.

F. Cannabis means all parts of the plant Cannabis sativa Linnaeus, Cannabis indica, or
Cannabis ruderalis, whether growing or not; the seeds thereof; the resin, whether
crude or purified, extracted from any part of the plant; and every compound,
manufacture, salt, derivative, mixture, or preparation of the plant, its seeds, or resin.
For the purposes of this Section the terms Cannabis and Marijuana shall have the
same meaning.

G. Cannabis Dispensary means a premise where cannabis, cannabis products, or
devices for the use of non-medical cannabis or medical cannabis products are offered,
either individually or in any combination, for retail sale, including an establishment
that delivers, pursuant to relevant California state regulations, cannabis and cannabis
products as part of a retail sale.

H. Cannabis Manufacturing Site means the premises that produces, prepares,
propagates, or compounds manufactured cannabis or cannabis products, directly or
indirectly, by non-volatile extraction methods, and is owned and operated by a
licensee for these activities.
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I. Cannabis Testing Facility means a public or private laboratory licensed and
certified, or approved by the Bureau of Cannabis Regulation or any other regulatory
body controlling testing facilities, to conduct research and analyze cannabis, cannabis
products, and cannabis concentrate for contaminants and potency

J. Cannabis Waste means waste that is not hazardous waste, as defined in Public
Resource Code section 40191, that contains cannabis and that has been made
unusable and unrecognizable in the manner prescribed in this ordinance and state
regulation

K. Canopy means the following:
The designated area(s) at a licensed premises that will contain mature plants at any
point in time;
Canopy shall be calculated in square feet and measured using clearly identifiable
boundaries of all area(s) that will contain mature plants at any point in time, including
all of the space(s) within the boundaries;
Canopy may be noncontiguous but each unique area included in the total canopy
calculation shall be separated by an identifiable boundary such as an interior wall or
by at least 10 feet of open space;
If mature plants are being cultivated using a shelving system, the surface area of each
level shall be included in the total canopy calculation

L. Cannabis Industry includes cultivation, possession, manufacture, processing,
storing, laboratory testing, labeling, transporting, distribution, delivery, or sale of
cannabis, medical cannabis or a cannabis or medical cannabis product

M. Commercial Vehicle means a vehicle as defined in Vehicle Code section 260
N. Comingling means the physical aggregation of harvest batches or nonmanufactured

cannabis products by a licensee.
O. Cultivation and/or Cultivate shall mean an activity involving the planting, growing,

harvesting, drying, processing, or storage of one or more cannabis plants or any part
thereof

P. Cultivation Site means a location where commercial cannabis is planted, grown,
harvested, dried, cured, graded, or trimmed, or that does all or any combination of
those activities.

Q. Delivery means the commercial transfer of cannabis or cannabis products to a
customer. "Delivery" also includes the use by a retailer of any technology platform
owned and controlled by the retailer, or independently licensed, that enables
customers to arrange for or facilitate the commercial transfer by a licensed retailer of
cannabis or cannabis products.

R. Delivery Employee means an individual employed by a licensed dispensary who
delivers medical cannabis goods from the licensed dispensary premises to a medical
cannabis patient or primary caregiver at a physical address.

S. Distribution means the procurement, sale, and transport of cannabis and cannabis
products between licensed entities
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T. Distributor means a person licensed to engage in the business of purchasing cannabis
from a licensed cultivator, or cannabis products from a licensed manufacturer, for sale
to a licensed dispensary and as defined by California State Law

U. Dried Flower means all dead cannabis that has been harvested, dried, cured or
otherwise processed, excluding leaves and stems

V. Employee shall mean any person (whether paid or unpaid) who provides regular
labor or regular services for a cannabis business, including but not limited to the
location of a cannabis dispensary business.

W. Flowering means that a cannabis plant has formed a mass of pistils measuring greater
than one half inch wide at its widest point

X. Free Sample means any amount of cannabis goods provided to a medical cannabis
patient or primary caregiver without cost or payment or exchange of any other thing
of value.

Y. Immature Plant means a cannabis planting not flowering
Z. Indoor Cultivation Facility shall mean a facility which is licensed by the City of Mt.

Shasta and the State of California for the growing of cannabis within an enclosed
structure using artificial light, at a rate greater than 25 watts per square foot, and for
the purposes of wholesale of cannabis to cannabis manufacturing facilities or
cannabis dispensaries

AA. Leaves the leafy part of the cannabis plant which contains no flowers. Can also 
be referred to as “Duff”. 

BB. Licensee means a person issued a state and local license to engage in commercial 
cannabis cultivation activities. 

CC. Lot means a batch, or a specifically identified portion of a batch.
DD. Manager shall mean an employee responsible for management and/or

supervision of a cannabis dispensary business
EE. Mature Plant means a cannabis plant that is flowering, see “Flowering” above. 
FF. Mixed Light Cultivation Facility cultivation using a combination of natural and 

supplemental artificial lighting, below a rate of 25 watts per square foot, in a 
permanent facility 

GG. Nonmanufactured Cannabis Product means dried flower, shake, leaf, and pre-
rolls intended to be sold for use by cannabis users 

GG.HH. Nonvolatile Manufacturing means any solvent used in the extraction 
process that is not a volatile solvent. A nonvolatile solvent includes carbon dioxide 
used for extraction. 

HH.II. Nursery means a commercial cannabis licensee that produces only clones, 
immature plants, seeds, and other agricultural products used specifically for the 
planting, propagation, and cultivation of cannabis. 

II.JJ. Outdoor Cultivation Facility shall mean a facility which is licensed by the City
of Mt. Shasta and the State of California for the growing of cannabis without the use
of light deprivation and/or artificial lighting in the canopy area. Supplemental low 
intensity lighting is permissible only to maintain immature plants as a source for 
propagation and for the purposes of wholesale of cannabis to cannabis manufacturing 
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facilities or cannabis dispensaries and shall have the same meaning as defined by 
California State Law 

JJ.KK. Primary Caregiver shall have the same meaning as set forth in the California 
Health and Safety Code section 11362.7(f) 

KK.LL. Pre-roll means only dried flower rolled in paper prior to retail sale 
LL.MM. Propagate means to cultivate immature plants from cuttings or seeds 
MM.NN. Publicly Owned Land means any building or real property that is owned 

by a city, county, state, federal, or other government entity. 
NN.OO. Residential Area an area that is within 600 feet of any single-family or 

multifamily residence, other than commercial hotels, motels, and similar 
establishments 

OO.PP. Qualified Patient shall have the same meaning as set forth in the 
California Health and Safety Code section 11362.7(f) 

PP.QQ. School Means any public or private school providing instruction in 
kindergarten or grades 1 to 12, inclusive, but does not include any private school in 
which education is primarily conducted in private homes. 

QQ.RR. Security Monitoring means the continuous and uninterrupted attention to 
potential alarm signals that can be transmitted from a security alarm system for the 
purpose of summoning law enforcement. 

RR.SS. Sell, Sale, and to Sell include any transaction whereby, for any consideration, 
title to cannabis is transferred from one person to another, and includes the delivery 
of medical cannabis goods pursuant to an order placed for the purchase of the same 
and soliciting or receiving an order for the same, but does not include the return of 
cannabis goods by a licensee to the licensee from whom such cannabis goods were 
purchased. 

SS.TT. Stems Highly fibrous material of the cannabis plant in which stabilizes the plant 
and allows leaves and buds to grow 

TT.UU. Strain means a hybrid or variety of cannabis with similar or identical 
combinations of properties such as appearance, taste, color, smell, cannabinoid 
profile, and potency. 

UU.VV. Transporter means a person who holds a license by the Bureau of 
Cannabis Regulation to transport medical cannabis or medical cannabis products in 
an amount above a threshold determined by the bureau between licensees that have 
been issued a license pursuant to this chapter. 

WW. Trim the leftover cannabis leaf material after the act of trimming that can be used 
for cooking or extraction. 

VV.XX. Volatile Solvent means any solvent that is or produces a flammable gas or 
vapor that, when present in the air in sufficient quantities, will create explosive or 
ignitable mixtures. Examples of volatile solvents include but are not limited to, 
butane, hexane, propane, and ethanol. 

WW.YY. Wholesale means the sale of cannabis goods to a distributor for resale to 
one or more dispensaries 

18.91.050 Personal Garden Tags 
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A. All personal gardens allowed in Section 18.91.030 are required to obtain a Personal
Garden Tag with the City of Mt. Shasta.

B. All personalpersonnel gardens must be located out of public view and meet the following
setbacks:

a. Rear: 10 feet
b. Side: 5 feet on each side
c. Front: Personal Gardens prohibited in front of buildings and in public view

C. The setbacks for gardens will be measured from the property line to the canopy of the
garden.

D. All Personal Garden Tag holders must follow Planning Department policies and
standards at all times. Violations of policies and standards may be penalized as per
18.91.080.

18.91.060 Development Standards 

Commercial cannabis retail and industry facilities shall meet all of the standards for the Zoning 
District in which they are allowed and located. They shall meet the other development 
requirements as referenced in that zoning district and found elsewhere in the Municipal Code. 

18.91.070 Permits 

All commercial cannabis industry facilities and businesses allowed as shown in 18.91.020 are 
required to obtain a Business License as required by Title 5 – Business Regulations and a 
Regulatory License as required by Chapter 5.70 – Cannabis Retail Licenses and Standards and 
Chapter 5.80 – Commercial Cannabis Licenses and Standards.   

18.91.080 Penalties and Enforcement 

A. Violation of this chapter shall constitute an infraction, and shall be punished in the manner
as specified, at the time of violation, in Cal. Gov’t Code § 36900, or any successor statute
which specifies the penalties of infractions

B. Except as otherwise provided, enforcement of this chapter is at the sole discretion of the
city. Nothing in this chapter shall create a right of action in any person against the city or
its agents to compel public enforcement of this chapter against private parties.

C. Nothing herein shall prevent a person who violates this chapter from, in the alternative,
being charged with and convicted of a misdemeanor or felony under any other applicable
provision of the California Penal Code or other local, County, State, or Federal law or
regulation.

D. Additionally, as a nuisance per se, any violation of this article shall be subject to injunctive
relief, revocation of the business’s Cannabis Retail and/or Industry License, revocation of
a Personal Garden Tag, disgorgement, and payment to the City of any and all monies
unlawfully obtained, costs of abatement, costs of investigation, attorney fees, and any other
relief or remedy available at law or equity. The City may also pursue any and all remedies
and actions available and applicable under local and state laws for any violations
committed by the cannabis business and persons related or associated with the cannabis
business.
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Chapter 5.70 Cannabis Retail Licenses and Standards 

5.70.010 Purpose 

It is the purpose and intent of this chapter to regulate the retail sale of cannabis and cannabis 
products in order to protect the public health and safety of the residents, visitors, and business 
owners of the City of Mt. Shasta. The regulations in this chapter, in compliance with the 
Compassionate Use Act, the Medical Marijuana Program Act, the Medical Cannabis Regulations 
and Safety Act, Proposition 64, and the California Health and Safety Code, collectively referred 
to as “State Law” herein, do not interfere with the right to use cannabis or medical cannabis and 
their derivative products as authorized under State Law, nor do they criminalize the possession 
or cultivation of cannabis or medical cannabis as authorized under State Law. All retail cannabis 
business shall at all times be incompliance with State Law at a minimum. 

5.70.020 Definitions 

The definitions in Ordinance Code Section 18.91.040 are incorporated herein as fully set forth 
and are applicable to this Chapter. 

5.70.030 Restricted Locations 

No cannabis retail operation may be located within a 600-foot radius of a school, as required by 
Section 11362.768 of the Health and Safety Code. The radius is measured from property line to 
property line. This section does not apply to medical cannabis retail operation that is part of a 
licensed residential medical or elder care facility. 

5.70.0340 Maximum Number of Licenses 

A. The City of Mt. Shasta shall allow no more than three (3) Cannabis Retail Licenses to
operate within the City Limits, regardless of the location’s compliance with any other
Section specified in the Title.

B. The total number of dispensaries in operation shall be determined based on the number of
locations which have been issued a Cannabis Retail License by the City or are eligible to
submit for a Cannabis Retail License.

C. Retail operations, also known as dispensaries, already operating with the City’s
permission in the City of Mt. Shasta are deemed permitted to dispense cannabis and
cannabis products provided they pay all regulatory fees and taxes and meet all other
requirements and standards of the City of Mt. Shasta’s regulatory ordinance, zoning
ordinance, and tax ordinance and as they be amended.

D. All existing retail operations have six (6) months after January 1, 2018 to become
compliant to all State Law and City regulatory and tax ordinance.

5.70.0450 Cannabis Retail License Requirement 

A. It shall be unlawful for any person, association, partnership, or corporation to engage in,
conduct, or carry on, in or upon any premises within the City cannabis retail without a
Cannabis Retail License. A cannabis retail operation shall register and obtain a Cannabis
Retail License from the City of Mt. Shasta prior to operation. The Applicant shall pay a
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non-refundable fee in the amount established by the City Council of the City of Mt. 
Shasta 

B. A copy of the Cannabis Retail License shall be displayed at all times in a place visible to
the public.

C. A Cannabis Retail License shall be valid for one (1) year, unless sooner revoked. No
license granted herein shall confer any vested right to any person or business for more
than the above-referenced period.

D. All owners shall comply with California residency requirements as defined in Business
and Professions code 26054.1(a) (b).

5.70.0560 Cannabis Retail License 

A. A Cannabis Retail License shall not be issued to an individual entity associated with an
individual, who has violated California Health and Safety Code Section 11590 and its
provisions.

B. The Cannabis Retail License shall be issued to the specific person or persons listed on the
Cannabis Retail License Application.

C. A Cannabis Retail License does not transfer to with the land and does not transfer with
the transfer of the property.

D. Cannabis Retail operations may sell, transfer, or assign their business only if all fees,
applications, permits, and background checks are required by this ordinance and any
other governing ordinance are met and approved by the Planning Department.

5.70.0670 Subletting of Premises 

At no time may a Cannabis Retail License holder sublet any portion of their operation to another 
person, persons, or business.  

5.70.0780 Cannabis Retail License Permitting Process 

A. The Planning Department will develop a Cannabis Retail Application form and a related
administrative policy. Each Applicant interested in operating pursuant to this Section may
submit an application together with a nonrefundable processing fee in an amount
established by the City Council.

B. The initial application period shall be thirty (30) calendar days from the date the
applications are released. Should the thirtieth day fall on a day when City Hall is closed,
the application period shall be extended to the next open day at 4:00pm. Following the
application period, the Planning Department shall stop accepting applications and review
all applications received.

C. The Planning Department shall determine whether each application received
demonstrates compliance with the minimum requirements to be eligible to be entered into
the selection process. These requirements include:

1. Application was submitted during the application period
2. Application is filled out completely
3. Application fee is paid
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4. The location indicated on the application meets the zoning criteria established in
18.91.030

5. the location indicated on the application meets the restricted locations criteria
established in 5.70.030

6. A signature from the property owner authorizing the location to be used for
cannabis retail activity.

7. Applicant(s) referenced on the application completed Live Scan background
check.

8. All other application documents required in the City’s application package
instructions

9. Photographs of the exterior of the building including the entrance(s), exit(s), street
frontage(s), and parking area.

10. If the property is being rented, leased, or purchased under contract, the lease
agreement term, name of lessor or equivalent, shall be provided by a signed
affidavit of the property owner.

11. A copy of the Applicant’s Board of Equalization Seller’s Permit.
12. A copy of the cannabis retail operating standards, listed in Sections 5.70.110 and

5.70.120140, if applicable containing a statement dated and signed by the
Applicant stating that under penalty of perjury that they have read, understood,
and shall ensure compliance with the aforementioned operating standards.

13. Provide a statement, signed by the Applicant under perjury, that the information
provided is complete, true, and accurate.

14. Release the City of Mt. Shasta from liability associated with the cannabis retail
business. Such a release includes indemnifying the City of Mt. Shasta for claims,
damages, and injuries that may arise as a result of the cannabis retail business.

5.70.0980 Cannabis Retail License Application Selection Process 

A. The Planning Department will evaluate the applications received and make a
determination on the eligibility of each application. The head of the Planning Department
shall confer with law enforcement on the background checks of the listed business
owners, managers, employees, and volunteers. Each application that is complete and in
compliance with the chapter shall be placed on the “Qualified Cannabis Retail Business
Application List” and shall be notified in writing that they are a “Qualified Cannabis
Retail Applicant”.

B. Qualified Applicants will appear on the “Qualified Applicant List” in the order that they
are selected during the independent selection process. The head of the Planning
Department shall maintain the “Qualified Application List”.

C. A Qualified Cannabis Retail Business Applicant must submit a written request each year
to maintain its status on the “Qualified Application List”.

D. All cannabis retail applications received after the initial application period, or in the case
all licenses have been issued, will be reviewed for completeness and compliance with this
Chapter. If the application qualifies, it will be placed on a “Waitlist” in the order it is
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received. Applicants placed on the “Waitlist” shall be notified in writing of their 
“Waitlist” status. 

E. Cannabis retail applications placed on the “Waitlist” will be moved to the Qualified
Applicant List” when the number of applicants on the “Qualified Applicant List” falls
below five (5) and will be notified of the change in writing.

F. The head of the Planning Department, after receiving the application and aforementioned
information, will grant the permit if they find:

1. The required fee has been paid in full
2. The application conforms in all respects to the provisions of this Chapter.
3. The applicant has not knowingly made a material misrepresentation in the

application.
4. The applicant has fully cooperated in the investigation and background checks

required by this Section.
5. The applicant has not had a Commercial Cannabis License or Cannabis Retail

License denied or revoked for cause by this City or any other city in the state of
California within the last five (5) years prior to the date of the application.

6. The cannabis retail business, as proposed by the applicant would comply with all
applicable laws including, but not limited to, health, zoning, fire, and safety
requirements.

7. The applicant has demonstrated compliance with all aspects of the Medical
Marijuana Regulation and Safety Act (MCRSAstate regulations) and any other
applicable requirements contained in the California Health and Safety Code.

G. After all tenant improvements have been finalized by the cannabis retail business owner,
the head of the Planning Department and the Chief of Police shall perform an inspection
of the cannabis business location to confirm compliance with this Section and issue a
report to the City Manager to ensure compliance with the submitted application.

H. If any of the items listed in the application process are not met, the head of the Planning
Department shall notify the applicant of the deficiency, after which the applicant will
have ten (10) days from receipt of notice to correct the deficiency. If the deficiency is not
corrected within ten (10) days, the head of the Planning Department may deny the permit
and notify the applicant of this determination in writing within ten (10) business days
following the decision after which the applicant can appeal the decision in accordance
with 5.70.110.

5.70.09100 License Renewal 

A. Applications for the renewal of a permit shall be filed with the Planning Department at
least thirty (30) calendars days before the expiration of the current permit. Any permittee
allowing their permit to lapse or the permit expired during a suspension shall be required
to submit a new application, pay the corresponding original application fees and be
subject to all aspects of the selection process.

B. Any person desiring to obtain a renewal of their respective permit shall file a written
application under penalty of perjury on the required form with the Planning Department
who will conduct a review. The application shall be accompanied by a nonrefundable
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filing fee established by the City Council to defray the cost of the review required by this 
Section. An applicant shall be required to update the information contained in their 
original license application and provide any new and/or additional information as may be 
reasonably required by the Planning Department in order to determine whether said 
permit should be renewed. 

5.70.110 100 Appeal of Denial of License 

A. The Planning Department, in consultation with the Police Department, Building
Department, and Fire Department, will review all Cannabis Retail License applications,
and all other relevant information, and determine if a permit should be granted, the
reasons for denial shall be provided in writing to the applicant. The applicant shall have
fourteen (14) business days from the date of the receipt of the written denial to correct the
reasons for denial and request in writing reconsideration of permit issuance. Following
review of the amended permit application, the Planning Department will approve or deny
the permit by providing written notice to the applicant.

B. An applicant who disagrees with the Planning Department’s decision may appeal such
decision to the City of Mt. Shasta Planning Commission by submitting a written appeal
within ten (10) business days from receipt of the written denial. A decision of the
Planning Commission may be appealed to the City Council if the appeal is submitted in
writing to the City Clerk within ten (10) calendar days following the Planning
Commission’s action.

5.70.120 110 Operational Standards for All Cannabis Retail Business Activities 

A. Interior and exterior locations of the business property shall be monitored at all times by
closed circuit cameras for security purposes, as per California state regulations.

B. Recordings shall be maintained, unaltered, for a period of not less than fourteen (14) days
and shall be stored digitally. The City of Mt. Shasta or law enforcement agencies may
request the recordings in connection with an investigation with a twenty-four (24) hour
written notice to the business owner. If the recording s are not voluntarily provided, the
City or law enforcement may seek a warrant or court order for the recordings.

C. A commercial cannabis business entity that remains inoperative for more than ninety (90)
days shall be deemed “abandoned” and the permit shall be forfeited. A business may
temporarily suspend operations for a period of time as may be reasonably required to
affect upgrades, modifications, repairs, or other property issue mitigations as approved by
the Planning Department.

D. Establish and participate in a track and trace system for reporting the movement of
commercial cannabis throughout the distribution chain, as per California state
regulations.

E. Comply with all State regulations regarding testing, labelling, storage, and display of all
cannabis and cannabis products.

F. Meet all State and local regulations for the disposal of all cannabis materials and
materials used in conjunction with distributing cannabis and cannabis products.

G. Conform to all State regulations requiring the use of appropriate weighing devices
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H. Comply with all State insurance and security bond regulations.
I. Meet all state deadlines for applying for a State license and receive a State license within

six (6) months after the date the State begins issuing licenses. This may be waived if the
State has longer delays in issuing licenses of the type the commercial cannabis business
seeks.

J. All exterior signage shall conform with existing City requirements.
K. The following information shall be provided on a sign posted in a conspicuous location

inside the cannabis retail operation:
a. Smoking, ingestion, or consuming cannabis or cannabis products on this property

or within 100 feet of the business is prohibited.
b. No one under the age of 2118 shall be allowed to enter this facility unless they are

a qualified patient or a primary caregiver and they are in the presence of their
parent or legal guardian.

c. The City of Mt. Shasta has not tested or inspected any cannabis or cannabis
product for pesticides, or other regulated contaminants, distributed at this
location.

L. No recommendations from a doctor for medical cannabis shall be issued on-site.
M. Each dispensary owner shall establish minimum training standards for all employees.
N. There shall be no on-site sales of alcohol or tobacco products, and no on-site

consumption of food, alcohol, tobacco, or cannabis by patrons without prior written
approval from the City.

O. Drive through sales are prohibited in City Limits.
P. The retail operation shall comply with state Department of Health requirements

pertaining to use of commercial kitchen facilities for the cannabis operations.
Q. Hours of operation shall be limited to: Monday through Sunday 7a.m. through 8p.m.
R. All employees of the dispensary must wear photo identification badges clearly

identifying them as employees at all times when on duty. Badges must have frontal face
picture, be at least 2” x 2” and of passport picture quality. Alternatively, employees must
at all times on the premises wear an employer furnished uniform and name badge which
clearly identifies them as an employee, and distinguishes them from customers and
others.

S. No one under 18 years of age shall be permitted to enter a retail operation unless such
person is a qualified patient and is accompanied by their Primary Caregiver, licensed
Attending Physician, parent(s), or documented legal guardian.

T. Any commercial cannabis retail operation already in compliance and permitted by the
City of Mt. Shasta will be considered selected and continue to operate under the
regulations of this ordinance, provided however, that in order to continue operating such
commercial cannabis business must apply for a Commercial Cannabis Business Permit
pursuant to this Chapter and otherwise meet all other conditions and requirements of this
Chapter imposed on newly established commercial cannabis businesses.
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5.70.130 120 Deliveries 

Deliveries of cannabis or cannabis products are prohibited in the City Limits of the City of Mt. 
Shasta.  

5.70.140 130 Maintenance of Records 

A. A cannabis retail operation shall maintain records at the location accurately and truthfully
documenting:

1. The full names, address, and telephone number(s) of the owner, landlord, and/or
lease of the location;

2. The full name, address, and telephone number(s) of all members who are engaged
in the management of the cannabis business.

3. Medical cannabis retail operations shall maintain full name, address, and
telephone number(s) of all patient members to whom the business provides
medical cannabis, and a copy of a physician-issued recommendation card for all
patient members.

4. All receipts of the dispensary, including but not limited to: all contributions,
reimbursements, and reasonable compensation, whether in cash or in kind, and all
expenditures incurred by the dispensary.

B. These records shall be maintained for a period of seven (7) years and shall be made
available by the cannabis retail operation to the City of Mt. Shasta upon written request.

5.70.150 140 Inspection and Enforcement Responsibilities 

As agreed upon in Section 5.70.070, City of Mt. Shasta law enforcement may enter and inspect 
the location of any commercial cannabis business between normal business hours to ensure 
compliance with the Section. In addition, law enforcement may enter and inspect the location of 
any cannabis business and the recordings and records maintained as required by this Section and 
California State law, except that the inspection and copying of private medical records shall be 
made available to law enforcement only pursuant to a properly executed search warrant, 
subpoena, or court order. A person, persons, or business engaging in commercial cannabis 
business without a permit and associated unique identifiers required by this Chapter shall be 
subject to civil penalties of up to twice the amount of the permit fee for each violation, and the 
department, state, or local authority, or court may order the destruction of cannabis associated 
with that violation. A violator shall be responsible for the cost of the destruction of cannabis 
associated with his or her violation, in addition to any amount covered by a bond required as a 
condition of licensure. Each day of operation shall constitute a separate violation of this section. 

5.70.160 150 Fees 

All Cannabis retail operations shall pay applicable fees and taxes, which may include one or 
more of the following: 

A. Application Fee. The Applicant shall submit a non-refundable fee to cover the cost of
processing an application for the commercial cannabis business.
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B. Business License Fee. The Business Owner shall at all times maintain a current and valid
business certificate and pay all business taxes required by the City of Mt. Shasta
Municipal Code.

C. Regulatory License Fee. The Business Owner shall pay an annual regulatory license fee
to cover the cost of anticipated enforcement relating to the Cannabis Retail Operation.
The amount of the fee shall be set by Resolution of the City Council and be supported by
the estimated additional costs of enforcement and monitoring associated with the
Cannabis Operation. The Regulatory Fee shall be due and payable prior to opening for
business and thereafter on or before the anniversary date. The Regulatory Fee may be
amended from time to time based upon actual costs.

5.70170 70160 Penalties and Enforcement 

A. Violation of this chapter shall constitute an infraction, and shall be punished in the
manner as specified, at the time of violation, in Cal. Gov’t Code § 36900, or any
successor statute which specifies the penalties of infractions

B. Except as otherwise provided, enforcement of this chapter is at the sole discretion of the
city. Nothing in this chapter shall create a right of action in any person against the city or
its agents to compel public enforcement of this chapter against private parties.

C. Nothing herein shall prevent a person who violates this chapter from, in the alternative,
being charged with and convicted of a misdemeanor or felony under any other applicable
provision of the California Penal Code or other local, County, State, or Federal law or
regulation.

D. Additionally, as a nuisance per se, any violation of this article shall be subject to
injunctive relief, revocation of the business’s Cannabis Retail License, disgorgement, and
payment to the City of any and all monies unlawfully obtained, costs of abatement, costs
of investigation, attorney fees, and any other relief or remedy available at law or equity.
The City may also pursue any and all remedies and actions available and applicable under
local and state laws for any violations committed by the cannabis business and persons
related or associated with the cannabis business.
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Chapter 5.80 Cannabis Industry Licenses and Standards 

5.80.010 Purpose 

It is the purpose and intent of this chapter to regulate the cultivation, distribution, transportation, 
and manufacturing of cannabis and cannabis products in order to protect the public health and 
safety of the residents, visitors, and business owners of the City of Mt. Shasta. The regulations in 
this chapter, in compliance with the Compassionate Use Act, the Medical Marijuana Program Act, 
the Medical Cannabis Regulations and Safety Act, Proposition 64, and the California Health and 
Safety Code, collectively referred to as “State Law” herein, do not interfere with the right to use 
cannabis or medical cannabis and their derivative products as authorized under State Law, nor do 
they criminalize the possession or cultivation of cannabis or medical cannabis as authorized under 
State Law. All cannabis industry businesses shall at all times be incompliance with State Law at a 
minimum. 

5.80.020 Definitions 

The definitions in Ordinance Code Section 18.91.040 are incorporated herein as fully set forth and 
are applicable to this Chapter. 

5.80.030 Restricted Locations 

No cannabis industry operation may be located within a 600-foot radius of a school, as required 
by Section 11362.768 of the Health and Safety Code. The radius is measured from property line 
to property line.  

5.80.040 030 Maximum Number of Licenses 

A. The City of Mt. Shasta shall allow three types of cannabis industry licenses: Food-Based
Production, Nonvolatile Product Manufacturing and Cultivator.

B. The City of Mt. Shasta shall allow no more than five (5) of each License type, for a total
of fifteen (15) Cannabis Industry Licenses, to operate within the City Limits, regardless of
the location’s compliance with any other Section specified in the Title.

C. One business location can hold no more than two (2) Cannabis Industry Licenses. The
Licenses may not be of the same type.

D. The total number of industry license holders in operation shall be determined based on the
number of locations which have been issued a Cannabis Industry License by the City or
are eligible to submit for a Cannabis Industry License.

5.80.050 040 Exempt Facilities 

A. Cannabis testing, nursery, distribution, and transportation facilities and operations are
exempt from the Cannabis Industry Licensing permitting process.

B. All cannabis testing, distribution facilities must follow all city and state regulations
pertaining to their siting and operations.
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5.80.050 Cannabis Industry License General Requirements 

A. It shall be unlawful for any person, association, partnership, or corporation to engage in,
conduct, or carry on, in or upon any premises within the City cannabis industry operations
without a Cannabis Industry License. A cannabis industry operation shall register and
obtain a Cannabis Industry License from the City of Mt. Shasta prior to operation. The
Applicant shall pay a non-refundable fee in the amount established by the City Council of
the City of Mt. Shasta

B. A copy of the Cannabis Industry License shall be displayed at all times in a place visible
to the public.

C. A Cannabis Industry License shall be valid for one (1) year, unless sooner revoked. No
license granted herein shall confer any vested right to any person or business for more than
the above-referenced period.

D. All owners shall comply with California residency requirements as defined in Business and
Professions code 26054.1(a) (b).

E. All cannabis industry facilities must located in the appropriate zoning as per 18.91.030.

5.80.060 Cannabis Industry License 

A. A Cannabis Industry License shall not be issued to an individual entity associated with an
individual, who has violated California Health and Safety Code Section 11590 and its
provisions.

B. The Cannabis Industry License shall be issued to the specific person or persons listed on
the Cannabis Industry License Application.

C. A Cannabis Industry License does not transfer with the land and does not transfer with the
transfer of the property.

D. Cannabis Industry operations may sell, transfer, or assign their business only if all fees,
applications, permits, and background checks are required by this ordinance and any other
governing ordinance are met and approved by the Planning Department.

5.80.070 Subletting of Premises 

At no time may a Cannabis Industry License holder sublet any portion of their operation to another 
person, persons, or business.  

5.80.080 Cannabis Industry License Permitting Process 

A. The Planning Department will develop a Cannabis Industry Application form and a related
administrative policy. Each Applicant interested in operating pursuant to this Section may
submit an application together with a nonrefundable processing fee in an amount
established by the City Council.

B. The initial application period shall be thirty (30) calendar days from the date the
applications are released. Should the thirtieth day fall on a day when City Hall is closed,
the application period shall be extended to the next open day at 4:00pm. Following the
application period, the Planning Department shall stop accepting applications and review
all applications received.
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C. The Planning Department shall determine whether each application received demonstrates
compliance with the minimum requirements to be eligible to be entered into the selection
process. These requirements include:

1. Application was submitted during the application period
2. Application is filled out completely
3. Application fee is paid
4. The location indicated on the application meets the zoning criteria established in

18.91.030
5. the location indicated on the application meets the restricted locations criteria

established in 5.80.030
6. A signature from the property owner authorizing the location to be used for

cannabis industry activity.
7. Applicant(s) referenced on the application completed Live Scan background check.
8. All other application documents required in the City’s application package

instructions
9. Photographs of the exterior of the building including the entrance(s), exit(s), street

frontage(s), and parking area.
10. If the property is being rented, leased, or purchased under contract, the lease

agreement term, name of lessor or equivalent, shall be provided by a signed
affidavit of the property owner.

11. A copy of the Applicant’s Board of Equalization Seller’s Permit.
12. A copy of the cannabis industry operating standards, listed in Sections 5.80.120,

5.80.130, and 5.80.140, and 5.80.150, if applicable, containing a statement dated
and signed by the Applicant stating that under penalty of perjury that they have read,
understood, and shall ensure compliance with the aforementioned operating
standards.

13. Provide a statement, signed by the Applicant under perjury, that the information
provided is complete, true, and accurate.

14. Release the City of Mt. Shasta from liability associated with the cannabis industry
business. Such a release includes indemnifying the City of Mt. Shasta for claims,
damages, and injuries that may arise as a result of the cannabis industry business.

5.80.090 Cannabis Industry License Application Selection Process 

A. The Planning Department will evaluate the applications received and make a determination
on the eligibility of each application. The head of the Planning Department shall confer
with law enforcement on the background checks of the listed business owners, managers,
employees, and volunteers. Each application that is complete and in compliance with the
chapter shall be placed on the “Qualified Cannabis Industry Business Application List”
and shall be notified in writing that they are a “Qualified Cannabis Industry Applicant”.

B. Qualified Applicants will appear on the “Qualified Applicant List” in the order that they
are selected during the independent selection process. The head of the Planning Department
shall maintain the “Qualified Application List”.
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C. A Qualified Cannabis Industry Business Applicant must submit a written request each year
to maintain its status on the “Qualified Application List”.

D. All cannabis industry applications received after the initial application period, or in the
case all licenses have been issued, will be reviewed for completeness and compliance with
this Chapter. If the application qualifies, it will be placed on a “Waitlist” in the order it is
received. Applicants placed on the “Waitlist” shall be notified in writing of their “Waitlist”
status.

E. Cannabis industry applications placed on the “Waitlist” will be moved to the Qualified
Applicant List” when the number of applicants on the “Qualified Applicant List” falls
below five (5) and will be notified of the change in writing.

F. The head of the Planning Department, after receiving the application and aforementioned
information, will grant the permit if they find:

1. The required fee has been paid in full
2. The application conforms in all respects to the provisions of this Chapter.
3. The applicant has not knowingly made a material misrepresentation in the

application.
4. The applicant has fully cooperated in the investigation and background checks

required by this Section.
5. The applicant has not had a Commercial Cannabis License or Cannabis Industry

License denied or revoked for cause by this City or any other city in the state of
California within the last five (5) years prior to the date of the application.

6. The cannabis industry operation, as proposed by the applicant would comply with
all applicable laws including, but not limited to, health, zoning, fire, and safety
requirements.

7. The applicant has demonstrated compliance with all aspects of state regulations the
Medical Marijuana Regulation and Safety Act (MCRSA) and any other applicable
requirements contained in the California Health and Safety Code.

G. After all tenant improvements have been finalized by the cannabis industry business owner,
the head of the Planning Department and the Chief of Police shall perform an inspection
of the cannabis business location to confirm compliance with this Section and issue a report
to the City Manager to ensure compliance with the submitted application.

H. If any of the items listed in the application process are not met, the head of the Planning
Department shall notify the applicant of the deficiency, after which the applicant will have
ten (10) days from receipt of notice to correct the deficiency. If the deficiency is not
corrected within ten (10) days, the head of the Planning Department may deny the permit
and notify the applicant of this determination in writing within ten (10) business days
following the decision after which the applicant can appeal the decision in accordance with
5.70.110.

5.80.100 License Renewal 

A. Applications for the renewal of a permit shall be filed with the Planning Department at
least thirty (30) calendars days before the expiration of the current permit. Any permittee
allowing their permit to lapse or the permit expired during a suspension shall be required
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to submit a new application, pay the corresponding original application fees and be subject 
to all aspects of the selection process.  

B. Any person desiring to obtain a renewal of their respective permit shall file a written
application under penalty of perjury on the required form with the Planning Department
who will conduct a review. The application shall be accompanied by a nonrefundable filing
fee established by the City Council to defray the cost of the review required by this Section.
An applicant shall be required to update the information contained in their original license
application and provide any new and/or additional information as may be reasonably
required by the Planning Department in order to determine whether said permit should be
renewed.

5.80.110 Appeal of Denial of License 

A. The Planning Department, in consultation with the Police Department, Building
Department, and Fire Department, will review all Cannabis Industry License applications,
and all other relevant information, and determine if a permit should be granted, the reasons
for denial shall be provided in writing to the applicant. The applicant shall have fourteen
(14) business days from the date of the receipt of the written denial to correct the reasons
for denial and request in writing reconsideration of permit issuance. Following review of
the amended permit application, the Planning Department will approve or deny the permit
by providing written notice to the applicant.

B. An applicant who disagrees with the Planning Department’s decision may appeal such
decision to the City of Mt. Shasta Planning Commission by submitting a written appeal
within ten (10) business days from receipt of the written denial. A decision of the Planning
Commission may be appealed to the City Council if the appeal is submitted in writing to
the City Clerk within ten (10) calendar days following the Planning Commission’s action.

5.80.120 Operational Standards for All Cannabis Industry Business Activities 

A. Interior and exterior locations of the business property shall be monitored at all times by
closed circuit cameras for security purposes, as per California state regulations.

B. Recordings shall be maintained, unaltered, for a period of not less than fourteen (14) days
and shall be stored digitally. The City of Mt. Shasta or law enforcement agencies may
request the recordings in connection with an investigation with a twenty-four (24) hour
written notice to the business owner. If the recording s are not voluntarily provided, the
City or law enforcement may seek a warrant or court order for the recordings.

C. A commercial cannabis industry business entity that remains inoperative for more than
ninety (90) days shall be deemed “abandoned” and the permit shall be forfeited. A business
may temporarily suspend operations for a period of time as may be reasonably required to
affect upgrades, modifications, repairs, or other property issue mitigations as approved by
the Planning Department.

D. Establish and participate in a track and trace system for reporting the movement of
commercial cannabis throughout the distribution chain, as per California state regulations.

E. Comply with all State regulations regarding testing, labelling, storage, and display of all
cannabis and cannabis products.
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F. Meet all State and local regulations for the disposal of all cannabis materials and materials
used in conjunction with distributing cannabis and cannabis products.

G. Conform to all State regulations requiring the use of appropriate weighing devices.
H. Comply with all State insurance and security bond regulations.
I. Meet all state deadlines for applying for a State license and receive a State license within

six (6) months after the date the State begins issuing licenses. This may be waived if the
State has longer delays in issuing licenses of the type the commercial cannabis business
seeks.

J. All exterior signage shall conform with existing City requirements.
K. The following information shall be provided on a sign posted in a conspicuous location

inside the cannabis industry operation:
a. Smoking, ingestion, or consuming cannabis or cannabis products on this property

or within 100 feet of the business is prohibited.
b. The City of Mt. Shasta has not tested or inspected any cannabis or cannabis product

for pesticides, or other regulated contaminants, at this location.
L. Each business owner shall establish minimum training standards for all employees.
M. There shall be no on-site sales of alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, or cannabis products to the

public, and no on-site consumption of alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, or cannabis products by
the public without prior written approval from the City.

N. The operation shall comply with state Department of Health requirements pertaining to use
of commercial kitchen facilities for the cannabis operations.

O. Public access to any cannabis industry License holding facility is prohibited without prior
written approval from the City.

P. All employees of the operation must wear photo identification badges clearly identifying
them as employees at all times when on duty. Badges must have frontal face picture, be at
least 2” x 2” and of passport picture quality. Alternatively, employees must at all times on
the premises wear an employer furnished uniform and name badge which clearly identifies
them as an employee, and distinguishes them from customers and others.

Q. No one under 18 years of age shall be permitted to enter a cannabis industry operation.
R. Any commercial cannabis industry operation already in compliance and permitted by the

City of Mt. Shasta will be considered selected and continue to operate under the regulations
of this ordinance, provided however, that in order to continue operating such commercial
cannabis business must apply for a Commercial Cannabis Business Permit pursuant to this
Chapter and otherwise meet all other conditions and requirements of this Chapter imposed
on newly established commercial cannabis businesses.

5.80.130 Cannabis Industry Cultivation, Testing, Manufacturing, and Distribution Facilities 

A. Cannabis Industry Cultivation License facilities shall be limited to indoor or mixed-light
only.

B. For cultivation purposes, areas not specifically involved in cultivation such as offices,
restrooms, hallways, storage, and stairs shall not be counted towards the square foot limit.
The cultivation area shall include the maximum anticipated extent of all vegetative growth
of cannabis plants to be grown on the premises and those paths in between the canopy area,
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those areas used in the processing, planting, growing, harvesting, drying, curing, grading, 
or trimming. 

C. Cannabis nonvolatile manufacturing facilities shall not be permitted to use volatile
solvents in the manufacturing process as defined in the California Health and Safety Code
11362.775(b)(1)(A) and as they may be amended.

D. Cannabis cultivation, manufacturing, testing, and distribution facilities shall be required
to provide an air treatment system that ensures off-site odors shall not result from its
operations. This requirement at a minimum means that the facility shall be designed to
provide sufficient odor absorbing ventilation and exhaust systems so that any odor
generated inside the location is not detected outside the building, on adjacent properties or
public right-of-way, or within any other unit located within the same building as the
facility, if the use occupies only a portion of a building.

5.80.140 Maintenance of Records 

A. A cannabis industry operation shall maintain records at the location accurately and
truthfully documenting:

1. The full names, address, and telephone number(s) of the owner, landlord, and/or
lease of the location;

2. The full name, address, and telephone number(s) of all members who are engaged
in the management of the cannabis business.

3. All receipts of the business, including but not limited to: all contributions,
reimbursements, and reasonable compensation, whether in cash or in kind, and all
expenditures incurred by the dispensary.

B. These records shall be maintained for a period of seven (7) years and shall be made
available by the cannabis industry operation to the City of Mt. Shasta upon written request.

5.80.150 Inspection and Enforcement Responsibilities 

As agreed upon in Seciton 5.80.080, City of Mt. Shasta law enforcement may enter and inspect 
the location of any commercial cannabis business between normal business hours to ensure 
compliance with the Section. In addition, law enforcement may enter and inspect the location of 
any cannabis business and the recordings and records maintained as required by this Section and 
California State law, except that the inspection and copying of private medical records shall be 
made available to law enforcement only pursuant to a properly executed search warrant, subpoena, 
or court order. A person, persons, or business engaging in commercial cannabis business without 
a permit and associated unique identifiers required by this Chapter shall be subject to civil penalties 
of up to twice the amount of the permit fee for each violation, and the department, state, or local 
authority, or court may order the destruction of cannabis associated with that violation. A violator 
shall be responsible for the cost of the destruction of cannabis associated with their violation, in 
addition to any amount covered by a bond required as a condition of licensure. Each day of 
operation shall constitute a separate violation of this section. 

5.80.160 Fees 
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All Cannabis industry operations shall pay applicable fees and taxes, which may include one or 
more of the following: 

A. Application Fee. The Applicant shall submit a non-refundable fee to cover the cost of
processing an application for the commercial cannabis business.

B. Business License Fee. The Business Owner shall at all times maintain a current and valid
business certificate and pay all business taxes required by the City of Mt. Shasta Municipal
Code.

C. Regulatory License Fee. The Business Owner shall pay an annual regulatory license fee to
cover the cost of anticipated enforcement relating to the Cannabis Industry Operation. The
amount of the fee shall be set by Resolution of the City Council and be supported by the
estimated additional costs of enforcement and monitoring associated with the Cannabis
Operation. The Regulatory Fee shall be due and payable prior to opening for business and
thereafter on or before the anniversary date. The Regulatory Fee may be amended from
time to time based upon actual costs.

5.80.170 Penalties and Enforcement 

A. Violation of this chapter shall constitute an infraction, and shall be punished in the manner
as specified, at the time of violation, in Cal. Gov’t Code § 36900, or any successor statute
which specifies the penalties of infractions

B. Except as otherwise provided, enforcement of this chapter is at the sole discretion of the
city. Nothing in this chapter shall create a right of action in any person against the city or
its agents to compel public enforcement of this chapter against private parties.

C. Nothing herein shall prevent a person who violates this chapter from, in the alternative,
being charged with and convicted of a misdemeanor or felony under any other applicable
provision of the California Penal Code or other local, County, State, or Federal law or
regulation.

D. Additionally, as a nuisance per se, any violation of this article shall be subject to injunctive
relief, revocation of the business’s Cannabis Industry License, disgorgement, and payment
to the City of any and all monies unlawfully obtained, costs of abatement, costs of
investigation, attorney fees, and any other relief or remedy available at law or equity. The
City may also pursue any and all remedies and actions available and applicable under local
and state laws for any violations committed by the cannabis business and persons related
or associated with the cannabis business.
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Planning Commission Agenda Item # 8 
Staff Report 

Meeting Date: August 15, 2017 

To: Planning Commission 

From: American Geophysical Union and City Planner 

Subject:     Resilience Dialogue Synthesis Report 

Recommendation: 

Recommend the City Council pursue a General Plan rewrite to be complete prior 
to 2020. Recommend to the City Council that the Planning Commission be charged 
with serving as the Framing Committee and overseeing the progress of the General 
Plan. 

Background: 

The City of Mt. Shasta was invited to participate in a national program to discuss climate resilience 
and identify opportunities to improve the City’s resiliency. Resilience is the ability to return to a 
state of mind after a large disruption. For example, a resilient community that was impacted by 
and earthquake with recover and resume business as usual in a short timeframe. Resilience looks 
at the community’s ability to recover from past events and prevent damage from future events. 

The dialogues consisted of a number of training phone call and two weeks of online discussion 
surrounding the community context, resources, and values. The subject matter experts in fields 
such as climate science, public policy, forest management, and planning help connect the 
community with resources and practices. The final deliverable was a synthesis report cataloging 
our interactions and recommending next steps (Attachment 1). 

Action Steps 

Most of the action steps are focused on improving the organizational capacity of the City and 
increasing outreach and engagement. The City has limited human and fiscal capital to dedicate to 
climate resilience unless it can help other focus areas such as infrastructure improvements. 
Education of the City Staff and community would help identify where there are overlaps between 
climate change policy and improving city services. 

The two major question area arose in the dialogue for City action were: 

X Regular 
Consent 
Closed 
Presentation 
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1. Is there a rational sequence of potential resilience building actions that Mt. Shasta could
pursue? What obstacles (physical and political) must be addressed before implementation
of priorities can happen?

2. What would be a substantive, priority project with multiple co-benefits that the city could
tackle immediately to enhance resilience, unite multiple interest groups in the community,
and build momentum for future efforts?

City Staff realization during and after this process what that a General Plan revision to support 
climate change would be the first step to increasing resilience but would create the most co-
benefits of any actions. 

Attachments: 

1. Resilience Dialogue Synthesis Report

2. General Plan 2040 Scoping Document
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Final Synthesis Report 

Mt. Shasta, California  

July 2017 
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Dialogue Participants  

Community Leaders 

Paul Beck 
Planning Commissioner 
City of Mt. Shasta  
soulsyndicate@yahoo.com 

Angelina Cook 
Stewardship Coordinator 
Mt. Shasta Bioregional Ecology Center 
renewsiskiyou@gmail.com   

Juliana Lucchesi (Lead) 
City Planner 
City of Mt. Shasta 
jlucchesi@mtshastaca.gov 

Subject Matter Experts 

Arrietta Chakos 
Policy Advisor 
Urban Resilience Strategies 
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Resilience Dialogues Final Synthesis Report 

Mt. Shasta, California, USA 

Introduction 

This report captures the key outcomes from the Mt. Shasta, California, Resilience Dialogues process, 
which took place between May 15 and May 26, 2017. The Resilience Dialogues partners with communities 
to explore their risks from climate variability and change. Using a professionally facilitated, online process 
to connect community leaders to a network of vetted national experts, the Resilience Dialogues helps 
them work together to understand risks and lay the groundwork for long-term resilience. The service 
connects communities with the most appropriate resources, whether from federal agencies, regional 
networks, or the private sector. The Resilience Dialogues builds on recent federal efforts, such as the 
Partnership for Resilience & Preparedness, the Climate Data Initiative, the Climate Resilience Toolkit, and 
the National Climate Assessment. It also leverages nonprofit programs, including the Thriving Earth 
Exchange and the Community and Regional Resilience Institute. This report captures the following 
outcomes from the Mt. Shasta Resilience Dialogues process:  

• List of key questions that Mt. Shasta community leaders are seeking to answer regarding how to
proceed with building climate resilience;

• Highlights of the exchanges between community leaders and subject matter experts (SMEs) from
throughout the dialogue;

• Annotated list of tools and resources that could help community leaders answer their key
questions;

• Dialogue participant list; and

• Next steps for the consideration of community leaders.

Community Context 

The City of Mt. Shasta (population 3,394), located in Siskiyou County, California, is the largest of four 

communities (Mt. Shasta, McCloud, Weed and Dunsmuir; combined population of 10,000) located at the 

base of Mt. Shasta. This active volcano has a rich history in Native American culture and is considered one 

of the Seven Sacred Mountains of the World. As it attracts a large number of visitors, the city is home to a 

thriving economy supporting spiritual pursuits. The city has a tourism-based economy that is sensitive to 

climate impacts (e.g. skiing, hiking, mountain-biking, mushroom hunting, bird watching, dirt-biking, ATV-

riding, RV camping). While its once-thriving timber industry is in decline, extractive resource consumption 

(timber and water) remains prevalent. Maintaining and improving natural recreation options is a growing 

focus in the community. 

Surrounded by lakes, rivers, forests and mountains, Mt. Shasta is rich in natural capital. This natural 

capital provides outdoor recreation opportunities and aesthetics, and is a point of local pride and 

community identity. The community is invested in protecting the region’s vast expanses of coniferous 

forest, as well as a large number of endangered and special status species that live within unique micro-

climates in the region. The ecosystem services provided by these resources benefit the economic and 

environmental well-being of downstream and regional residents of California.     
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Mt. Shasta is located in a region that is considered a “Disadvantaged or Severely Disadvantaged 

Community” by the state, and the city government has limited staff and resources for implementing and 

monitoring resiliency initiatives. These limitations extend to state mandates concerning city services and 

infrastructure. Most efforts focus on providing basic services (e.g. clean water). Climate preparedness has 

historically been perceived as a luxury. However, there is great support in the community for 

environmental sustainability programs. 

Key Assets 

Key assets possessed by Mt. Shasta include: 

• Community buy-in. There is a high degree of support in the local community for environmental
conservation and sustainability initiatives. This interest could be leveraged to support climate
resilience in Mt. Shasta via engagement, volunteerism, and support.

• Natural capital. Mt. Shasta is located in an area rich in forests, lakes, rivers, mountains and
wildlife. Economic, recreational and aesthetic value placed on these resources could be a starting
point for engagement and progress on wider resilience initiatives.

• Sense of place. As a small, rural community in a specialized environment, Mt. Shasta possesses a
unique identity which could serve as a starting point for messaging and action. The value
residents place in the quality and identity of their community could make them more willing to
engage on resilience issues that they feel are directly relevant to their lives. Initiatives designed to
preserve, protect and enhance the community - and thereby contribute to climate resilience –
may have high participation rates due to this intrinsic quality.

• Size. Small communities tend to find it easier to communicate and collaborate across
departments. A couple of highly motivated organizations and businesses working with the local
government can often build community support in a small community more rapidly than in larger
metropolitan areas.

Framing Dialogue: List of Key Questions 

The purpose of the following questions is to establish a foundation and general direction for Mt. Shasta’s 

climate adaptation and resilience building efforts following the conclusion of the community’s 

participation in the Resilience Dialogues. These questions were developed during the first week of the 

Community Dialogue, through a conversation about Mt. Shasta’s local context, priorities, and questions. 

The City of Mt. Shasta is primarily interested in strategies and best practices for integrating climate 

resilience into local plan updates. The community intends to implement these plans as soon as 

practicable through local initiatives and collaborations that invest in and advance resilient infrastructure 

and natural resources, and local hazard mitigation. The list presented reflects a number of refinements 

and additions derived from the exchange between community leaders and subject matter experts (SMEs) 

during the course of the dialogue. 

General 

1) Is there a rational sequence of potential resilience building actions that Mt. Shasta could pursue?
What obstacles (physical and political) must be addressed before implementation of priorities can
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happen? 

2) What would be a substantive, priority project with multiple co-benefits that the city could tackle
immediately to enhance resilience, unite multiple interest groups in the community, and build
momentum for future efforts?

Enhancing Community Safety and Resilience: Infrastructure 

3) What is the appropriate role of infrastructure and technology (versus policy) in enhancing
resilience in Mt. Shasta? How can infrastructure and technology address known climate risks
while enhancing sustainability and economic growth?

4) What are local projections for wildfire risk, temperature and precipitation changes? How can
vulnerable infrastructure and services be made more resilient to these stresses?

5) What approaches (smart technologies, materials, etc.) should the city adopt to enhance the
reliability and longevity of infrastructure investments? What state-of-the-art design standards
should be considered?

6) What are representative or informative case studies of efforts to retrofit existing infrastructure
and buildings with more resilient designs that the city can or should emulate?

Enhancing Community Safety and Resilience: Capacity 

7) What state, federal and nongovernmental opportunities exist to provide additional
capacity/manpower for city resilience programs and initiatives?

8) What approaches could Mt. Shasta adapt to streamline and bring efficiency to efforts to prepare
for and manage the burden and uncertainty of rising temperatures, increased risk of wildfire, and
precipitation extremes? What are methods, case studies and examples from similar towns that
Mt. Shasta might consider?

9) What climate resilience initiatives could be adopted by the city within the context of “basic
services” (e.g. wildfire risk prevention)? Which options are most attainable?

10) What are best practices for/ examples of successful integration of climate adaptation into hazard
mitigation, general plans and local ordinances?

11) What mechanisms, support or incentives can the city/region offer to private land owners to
increase conservation practices and easements? Are there frameworks for public input and
forums to support private landowners and document strategies that work?

Enhancing Community Safety and Resilience: Financing 

12) What frameworks for financing resilience investments have been applied in similar communities?

13) What funding sources (internal or external) could Mt. Shasta leverage for climate adaptation
activities?

Engagement and Collaboration 

14) What are effective strategies for engaging the private sector in resilience building?

15) Where are opportunities to connect or collaborate with universities for data collection and local
climate resilience studies? How can Mt. Shasta pull in trusted scientific expertise and resources?

16) How can regional collaboration be leveraged to build regional resilience? Are there ways to
engage with surrounding communities to enhance resilience without specifically referencing
climate change?
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17) What are good strategies for communicating the economic benefit and community protections
that come with climate resilience (e.g., public safety, mitigating fire hazard and local self-
determination)? Are there numbers that can be referenced?

18) Given the strong Native American cultural heritage and spirituality associated with the region,
what might be opportunities for the city to collaborate with Native American organizations to
preserve that character while enhancing environmental stewardship through that lens? Where
are opportunities for Mt. Shasta to invite the perspective of tribes in the region?

19) Among which interest groups must trust and collaboration be built? How could the community
approach identifying synergies between them?

Ecosystem Services Valuation 

20) What methods or models should Mt. Shasta consider to pursue ecosystem services valuation as a
mechanism to enhance protection of natural resources (primarily water) and maintain ecosystem
function?

21) Who are the trusted experts on developing ecosystem service metrics?

22) Are there examples of ecosystem services valuation being done successfully in communities like
Mt. Shasta?

Dialogue Highlights and Resources 

Addressing climate change and enhancing climate resilience is a large and complex task that will manifest 
with a variety of actions to address impacts across multiple sectors. Prioritizing and developing focal points 
for action is essential, and can provide a roadmap for the pursuit of actionable goals that foster 
stakeholder collaboration. It is important to identify top priorities and break them down into small doable 
steps.  

Key focus areas identified1 that present the greatest opportunity or need to make progress on climate 
adaptation and resilience in Mt. Shasta include: 

• Plan Updates.

o Mt. Shasta is in the process of updating their Hazard Mitigation Plan to meet FEMA
standards. The community is also due to update stormwater and drainage plans, and
indicated a desire to integrate resilience throughout the city’s Genera plan.

• Green Space and Green Infrastructure.

• Community Education and Engagement.

• Natural Resources (Forests and Water)

These key focus areas are discussed in the following sections. They highlight key points and information 
shared during the course of the Mt. Shasta Resilience Dialogues process. 

1 Although it was not explored in detail as part of the Resilience Dialogues process, the inclusion of alternative energy planning 

was identified as an additional focus area. The presence of Wholesale Solar, Inc. represents an opportunity for the city to engage 
proactively in this space. Look for funding mechanisms and opportunities to build a relationship with this company to help the city 
lower greenhouse gas emissions and promote the local green industry. 
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Community Needs and Potential Climate Impacts 

• Community leaders in Mt. Shasta are striving to make climate resilience a lens through which City
practices and policies are developed and evaluated. To support this effort, they need to know
where to find appropriate data, information and training to facilitate efficient and appropriate
actions and expenditures. High-impact, low-cost opportunities are critical to enhance local
resilience without stressing limited city capacity and resources.

• To the extent possible, climate resilience should be integrated within existing initiatives focused
on providing basic community services. Given limited city staff and resources, approaching
resilience from a community-scale systems approach will be essential for turning interest into
action.

• A key vulnerability is the potential for interruptions to Interstate-5, the primary road by which the
community is accessed.

• Long-term residents of the community have observed fairly drastic short-term weather changes,
but cyclical patterns of heavy vs. little precipitation on a decadal scale, with more extremes in
recent years and a general warming trend.

• Climate extremes (e.g. flooding, drought, wildfire, extreme weather) may affect the local
economy via interruptions to outdoor recreation and natural resource extraction.

• Enhanced fire risk is likely to affect tourism revenue and long-term capital investments like
housing and business development. This risk may coincide with changes in vegetation, and may
be enhanced or mitigated by the presence of different plant communities (e.g. drought-tolerant
vegetation).

• More frequent and extreme flooding and runoff events due to rapid snowmelt, glacial melt or
heavy rainfall is increasingly likely, and can impact transportation and cause extensive damage to
local infrastructure. Repair costs and downtime could be extensive. The cumulative impacts of
nuisance flooding from these events could be significant.

Planning for Resilience 

Integrating climate change into city plans (e.g. General Plan, Hazard Mitigation Plan) is an easy, low-to-no 

cost opportunity for Mt. Shasta to set the stage for achieving longer-term resilience objectives. As the city 

updates relevant plans, resilience should be made an integral part of meeting stated objectives. For 

example, in approaching the City’s 2020 Vision the community could: examine the stated goals; reflect on 

what might be done differently in light of specific climate impacts; then alter or change action priorities 

based on this analysis. Success is most likely when resilience planning is linked directly to on-the-ground 

actions that are responses to specific threats (e.g. fire-adapted plants or drought mitigation). 

When updating these plans to incorporate resilience, consider looking at combinations of events and 

associated vulnerabilities (e.g. a drought followed by a flood, followed by a heat wave). Plan for hazards 

with potential magnitudes beyond the usual and pursue actions which increase the overall responsiveness 

of the community to change.  

A key need and goal identified by community leaders is to expand the scope of resilience thinking in the 

city to include zoning, development, technology and infrastructure management, including 

improvements, alternative energy programs, and green space dedication and development. 

Implementation of these initiatives may come at a high price, but planning now will set the stage for 
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future action. The city is well positioned to move forward with such initiatives in terms of will and timing. 

SME Suggestions: 

• The Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) represents a low-cost opportunity to begin mainstreaming
climate thinking into city government operations. Consider creating an evaluation process to
judge which projects make it into the CIP and associate budget, and which don’t. One or more
criteria can be climate-related, e.g. “Does this project reduce key greenhouse gas emissions?” or
“Does it reduce a key vulnerability (wildfire risk, heat, flooding, etc.)?”

• Include climate-related or climate-focused stakeholders included in the planning process.

• Openly and actively discuss climate change during public discussions (to the extent it is
appropriate and done in a contextually relevant way).

• Including regional climate-related entities in the planning process to help lay the foundation for
regional coordination.

• Facilitate co-leadership in plan development between emergency managers and planners.

• Create a plan to integrate new climate information, as it is developed, into plan and strategies.

• Include a discussion of how climate change could affect each hazard in the community.

• Consider climate change as a stand-alone hazard.

• Factor climate change into probability calculations for future hazards.

• Consider structures and assets likely to be vulnerable in future years (e.g. not just those within a
static 100-year floodplain).

• Design goals and strategies with future climate change in mind (not just historical occurrences of
disasters).

• Integrate strategies that are specifically designed to be viable in a climate-altered future.

• Include climate change-related criteria in the evaluation of proposed strategies (e.g., greenhouse
gas reduction potential and adaptation value).

Resources: 

• California Adaptation Planning Guide (Local and Regional Actions and Projects, California Natural
Resources Agency) 

• Climate Adaptation Gap Assessment (from Model Forest Policy Program). Engagement starts by
completing a survey, then working with the Program to identify where opportunities exist to
easily integrate climate change into city planning. Missy Stults is working with a small town in
Michigan which is considering using the resource and can provide more detail.

• Smart Growth Fixes for Climate Adaptation and Resilience (Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Sustainable Communities) presents overall and hazard-specific strategies for
incorporating resilience into land use and building codes based on strategies that require modest
adjustment, major modifications and wholesale change. Consider when thinking through the
types of actions that are feasible in the near- and longer-term.
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• Quick Starts in Small and Rural Communities (BC Climate Action Toolkit, Canada) is a toolkit with
specific sections dedicated to issues like transportation and land use. It has a heavy focus on
mitigation, but many strategies are adaptation-relevant.

• The Arkstorm scenario simulation is a useful planning response and recovery actions for extreme
events.

• Plan-specific Resources:

o Hazard Mitigation Plan

▪ Integrating Climate Change into Hazard Mitigation Planning: Opportunities,
Constraints, and Real-World Examples (Missy Stults): Analysis looking at the different
ways a handful of municipalities integrated climate change into hazards planning -
from including a generic description of how hazards might chance (i.e., become more
frequent, more intense, and have shorter return intervals) all the way to analyzing the
changes to frequency and intensity for each hazard because of climate change and, as
such, selecting actions for inclusion in the local hazard mitigation plan that are
climate-smart.

▪ Opportunities for embedding climate change into hazard plans (Missy Stults): A table
identifying opportunities to integrate climate change into material required by FEMA
in each element of a hazard mitigation plan.

▪ City of Baltimore Hazard Mitigation Plan: A joint hazard mitigation and climate
adaptation plan that was developed in close consultation with FEMA. It is considered
one of the most comprehensive attempts to marry the two.

▪ Draft guidelines from Office of Planning and Research for implementation

▪ Contact staff at Office of Emergency Services (Victoria La Mar-Haas) to discuss
guidance for local hazard mitigation plans

▪ Draft General Plan Guidelines for Safety Element (California SB379) calls on local
jurisdictions to integrate climate adaptation into local hazard mitigation plans and
safety elements.

▪ Examples: San Diego and Monterey County Local Hazard Mitigation Plan updates
incorporate climate.

o General Plan

▪ Examples of integration of climate change throughout General Plan elements can be
found in Sonoma, san Luis Obispo, Alameda County, Yolo County and Sacramento
County.

Potential Next Steps: 

Hold a workshop or training session to bring all city staff and decision makers up-to-speed and on the 

same page for thinking about climate change impacts and resilience for development and implementation 

of updated city plans. Resources to consider: 

• Guidance on workshops and outreach are included in the California Adaptation Planning Guide
(referenced above).
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• Thriving Earth Exchange held a workshop in Boulder, CO to help city staff develop a better
understanding of climate impacts and broaden thinking about where climate risks and
opportunities lie. Contact Melissa Goodwin (Thriving Earth Exchange) for more information.

• Future Shocks and City Resilience was a game played in Tempe, AZ which brought together
leaders of city departments and challenged them to adopt systems thinking in their operations to
enhance local resilience and sustainability. Contact Lauren Keeler (Arizona State University) or
Braden Kay (Sustainability Manager, Tempe, AZ) for more information.

o Paper (Currently undergoing peer review) summarizing the game and its results.

o Executive summary of the partnership on sustainability and resilience between Arizona
State University and the City of Tempe. This could be a useful model for a similar
collaboration between Mt. Shasta and a local university.

• Adapting to Climate Change: Managing Federal Lands in a Changing Environment Webinar Series
(Southern Oregon Forest Restoration Collaborative) is a natural resources-focused resource which
may be valuable.

Community Engagement & Communication 

Planning for resilience creates a prime opportunity to educate and engage with the public about the 

potential for changing conditions, and the actions proposed. Local support could be enhanced if the city 

can demonstrate that residents’ interests are in mind, and that the city is preparing for events based on 

the best available science and projections. A community social network analysis to map network allies, 

community stakeholders, and involved parties, along with their respective interests can spark messaging 

and engagement ideas and serve as a baseline for the social, human and political elements at play in Mt. 

Shasta. Articulating agreements and divergent issues among stakeholders can help identify trusted voices 

and unlikely common ties. Meanwhile, building trust between these groups may make it easier to tackle 

difficult issues. While this trust exists in Mt. Shasta, the need for productive communication to drive this 

conversation can’t be overemphasized. 

The large amount of energy in the community for sustainability natural resources conservation is a 

significant asset for Mt. Shasta. However, community leaders indicated that Mt. Shasta is not traditionally 

a community of activists. Look for opportunities to implement actions that explicitly engage and leverage 

the actions of homeowners and citizens (e.g. citizen committees, neighborhood awards, citizen 

monitoring of high-risk areas, drone use).  

A useful way to open and ground a conversation is to invite participants to describe lived experiences. 

This can help develop a baseline for understanding and visualizing how climate has changed locally and 

promote responsiveness to conversations about how it could change in the future – and facilitate the 

development of a common language of resilience. Framing conversations around public safety, hazard 

mitigation and local self-determination can help bring people to the table.  

SME Suggestions: 

• Simulations and games can be useful for engaging broader communities on climate risks and
response. Goals for such activities include generating new ways of thinking about risk and
responses, bringing together a diverse mix of sectors and interests, making climate risks tangible
and directly linked to public service/environmental/infrastructure issues, and paving the way for
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new partnerships and collaborations. Examples: 

o Future Shocks and City Resilience (Tempe, AZ; See section above)

o Game of Floods (Marin County, CA) is an interactive game that communities can play to
address flooding and explore what kinds of strategies a fictional city can use to prepare.

• Consider opportunities to bring together local champions, apply their talents, and enhance the
city's capacity to assess and implement programs. For example, Whitefish, Montana, launched a
volunteer Climate Action Plan Committee to serve as an advisory group to the city on their energy
and water consumption work. 

• Keep discussion focused on local impacts to maximize engagement.

• Link climate engagement to concrete impacts and make it project-based. Get a diverse group of
people in the room and manage the dialogue, linking it to actions and things already on people's
plates.

• If you rely on data for evidence, good data visualization is critical. Show trends for concrete
resources (stream gauges, snowpack, wildfire) and let the discussion emerge naturally around
how to best manage those impacts.

• Frame resilience in broader terms beyond climate impacts to develop interventions. For example,
ask "What happens if our fire season becomes 12 months in length? Or "What is the worst flood
we could get in the next 50 years based on indicators?"

• Start with things people care about (health, safety, jobs, etc.) and relate climate change to these
priorities. To frame issues in this way, identify:

o Priority economic sectors (e.g., tourism, recreation)

o The inputs and conditions needed for success in the sector (e.g., snow for skiing and
snowboarding; road access to hiking, mountain biking, mushroom hunting areas;
effective natural resource management)

o The non-climate (e.g., under-valuing of natural resources) and climate stressors (e.g.,
changing snowfall patterns, floods) that currently adversely affect these inputs and
conditions.

Resource: 

• The Sierra Climate Adaptation and Mitigation Partnership (CAMP) is one of five regional climate
change collaboratives in California. Their website features funding opportunities specifically
focused on environmental education.

Collaborations 

Tied to community engagement and communication is the establishment and cultivation of strong 

collaborations among regional stakeholders. To build this network, establish small successes with existing 

partners and build upon them to generate word of mouth and further action, engaging and incorporating 

additional allies in the process.  
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SME Suggestions: 

• The National Forest Service has a large presence in Mt. Shasta. They have a number of highly
educated employees that live and work in and around the City. The service tends to stay in its
own silo from the City, but some efforts to alleviate that have occurred in the last year. There is
currently little to no data sharing between the two entities.

• Common collaborators include: Regional Watershed groups, CalFire, National Forest Service,
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research, Siskiyou Land Trust, California Office of Emergency
services, Federal Emergency Management Agency, Chamber of Commerce, Siskiyou County
Economic Development Council, and Regional Water Quality Board.

• The Regional Integrated Sciences and Assessments (RISAs) program supports research teams that
help expand and build the nation’s capacity to prepare for and adapt to climate variability and
change. See the California-Nevada Climate Applications Program.

• Higher education institutions

o Look to planning schools and policy programs (e.g. California State University, Chico or
University of California, Davis).

o Derek Kauneckis (Ohio University) could partner with Mt. Shasta for a Fall Climate
Resiliency course to research further what other small communities are doing in this
space.

Potential Next Step: 

• Identify and engage with trusted collaborators.

Infrastructure and Financing 

Community leaders identified green space and green infrastructure as key opportunities to make progress 

on climate adaptation and resilience planning.  Notably, city stormwater and drainage plans are due for 

updates near-term, and the city intends to include shovel-ready projects to integrate natural drainage 

and stormwater retention into the cityscape.  

SME Suggestions: 

• Project return on investment (ROI) and community buy-in can be higher for new development

when it addresses risk mitigation, sustainability and economic growth. SMEs advised considering

infrastructure development with multiple co-benefits. For example, investments in urban

greening, cool paging and cool roofs can limit heat and provide aesthetic value.  Especially viable

projects may address both risk reduction and economic benefits directly (e.g. jobs) or indirectly

(e.g. lower wildfire fighting costs and avoided losses). Examples:

• Placer County, California, opened a woody biomass plant which reduced fire risk,
lessened dependence on fossil fuels, and created jobs.
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• Grand Rapids, Michigan, requires that any work or upgrades to roads must integrate
green infrastructure for stormwater management.

• When exploring infrastructure investments in Mt. Shasta, ask whether:

o Considering the city’s natural capital and the nature-based resilience strategies that

are available, what is the role of infrastructure and technology?

o Do planned investments address identified climate risks and community needs? Do

they leverage (and sustain) the existing natural capital?

• Peer-to-peer learning opportunities can help support, inspire and connect to innovative strategies

and opportunities.

• Engaging with the private sector to finance and develop projects can enhance the reach of

resilience activities.

Resources: 

• National Complete Streets Coalition (Smart Growth America) provides technical assistance and
resources 

• The Sierra Climate Adaptation and Mitigation Partnership (CAMP) is one of five regional climate
change collaboratives in California. Their website features a variety of funding opportunities.

o CAMP is situated within the Sierra Business Council and may have relevant insights for
engaging the private sector.

• Funding Assistance Options (California State Water Resources Control Board) helps identify
relevant state funding sources by project phase and project type.

• The U.S. Climate Resilience Toolkit has a section on potential funding resources.

Potential Next Steps: 

• Consider attending regional or national professional events when possible to learn about small-

scale community activities.

• American Planning Association California Chapter

• Strong Towns is a media organization which seeks to help cities, towns and
neighborhoods become financially strong and resilient.

• National Adaptation Forum

Resilience Opportunities in Natural Resources 

To advance resilience priorities in natural resources, build upon linkages that connect economic 

dependencies to the most apparent direct and indirect threats (e.g. fire and flood risks): 

Wildfire and Forest Management 

A significant resilience gap in Mt. Shasta and the surrounding areas is a lack of synergy in fire 

management techniques among various landowners. Advancing climate-resilient forest management and 

wildfire mitigation strategies was identified as a priority by community leaders which could support 
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regional coalition-building around natural resources and public safety. 

There is a high level of political will from private landowners and foresters to preserve natural resources 

and manage forests and land with a long-term frame of mind. Sustainable conservation strategies are 

being applied on their properties, but challenges persist in funding, expertise and permitting for the 

sustained management of natural resources by private land holders. Needs include examples of 

successful private sustainable land management, collecting and documenting strategies that work, and 

frameworks for public input and private landowner forums.  

Actions taken to reduce wildfire risks are often climate adaptive in drier forests. 

SME Suggestions: 

• In addition to reducing the likelihood that fire will reach buildings, focus efforts on having them
survive fire passage (e.g. through building materials and design, and regulating the proximity of
adjacent buildings). Such policies could be incorporated into city zoning and requirements during
remodels.

o For example, Chula Vista, CA set zoning requirements to address fire risk from materials
and siting.

• Draw on traditional ecological knowledge concerning past forest structure and species mixes, as
well as key understory components that will also support wildlife and wild pollinators.

• Reducing stand densities can help reduce crown fire risks, risks to homes and infrastructure, risk
of insect and disease outbreak, and increase drought tolerance.

• Some form of commercial removal may be necessary to facilitate continuous wildfire hazard
reduction. Look for opportunities to leverage this activity in a sustainable way.

• Initially, prioritize identifying and working with those who are already predisposed toward
conservation activities, i.e. those enjoying co-benefits from standing forest (birding, hunters,
timber harvesting, visual/sound buffers).

Resources: 

• A cohesive forest strategy that ties to the National Fire Plan was recently finalized by the
Southwest Oregon Forest Restoration Collaborative as an effort to develop fire plans that engage
various stakeholders, provide grants and develop priorities. This could serve as a model for a
similar undertaking in the Mt. Shasta region, and represents an opportunity to collaborate with
the Forest Service. For more information, contact Kerry Metlen or Darren Borgias (The Nature
Conservancy).

• Ashland, Oregon, has a fully forested watershed and has worked with local groups to educate the
public about the risk of wildfire. Collaborations from this effort have led to federal funding for
treatment, as well as greater public support. Consider reaching out to colleagues in this
community for insights on their process.

• Era of Megafires Presentation (Forest Service Pacific Northwest Research Station) is a publicity
and educational tool which can be effective for starting a local discussion.
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• The Illinois Valley Timber Assessment can help inform forest planning, generate
recommendations to land managers, strengthen public support for forest restoration, and
improve project efficiency and effectiveness. This analysis was funded by an Oregon Energy
Truest to sustain a local mill. (Terry Fairbanks can answer questions.)

• Pacific Forest Trust works on sustainable forest management practices with private companies.

• Lomakatsi Restoration Project develops and implements forest and watershed restoration
projects in northern California. One current project is focused on treating plantations in the
Cascade Siskiyou Monument. Contact them for a conversation about how agencies partner with
NGOs and educational institutions to generate capacity for building local ecological and
restoration workforces.

• EQIP (Natural Resources Conservation Service) helps fund small forest owner efforts to plan and
implement sustainable conservation practices. The program is aimed at nonindustrial private
forestlands and provides funding for both planning and implementing conservation practices,
including reducing fire risks.

• Case Study: Wildfire mitigation actions taken by Flagstaff, Arizona

• Data Basin is a resource for how changing climate might affect local forests. Note: The website is
dense, but regular webinars are provided on how to navigate and use the site. Relevant projects
include:

o AdaptWest - A Climate Adaptation Conservation Planning Database for Western North
America (the Watershed Climate Data Explorer

o California Water Planning Information Exchange

o Conservation Biology Institute Climate Center

• Natural Resources Canada has the most comprehensive site for information on the effect of
climate change on individual species

• College of the Siskiyous work-study program

• Incentive/grant programs include EQIP (see above), CalFire, California Office of Emergency
Services, and FEMA

• USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service helps small private landowners manage forest
resources

• The Nature Conservancy is a great partner for private conservation efforts.

• Comprehensive Fuels Treatment Practices Guide for Mixed Conifer Forests: California, Central and
Southern Rockies, and the Southwest: covers the Sierra Nevadas, but the Southern Cascades are
likely very similar. 

• Synthesis of Knowledge from Woody Biomass Removal Case Studies: See section on the Pacific
West Region (page 9) 

• CalFire and the Forest Service can be a resource for keeping residents informed during prescribed
burning operations.
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Potential Next Steps: 

• Connect and collaborate with other towns in Siskiyou County to coordinate fire prevention
activities. Aim to develop some consensus around what that means in terms of types of
treatments and priority areas, and incorporate actions by individual homeowners in a larger plan.

• Collaborate with local groups to educate the public about wildfire risk and facilitate honest
conversations, presentations, field trips with strategic stakeholders and the public.

• Promote public acceptance of the actions needed to address wildfire risk. Include discussion of
and preparation for impacts from smoke from prescribed burns.

• Consider undertaking a forest asset inventory to highlight areas most worth conserving for
smarter resource allocation and to identify the most appropriate policy instruments. To
undertake a less funding-intensive survey, pull in local knowledge via a one-day workshop to
identify 1) critical natural resources, 2) those you don't want to lose, and 3) those that would hurt
to lose - but you could live without.

o Common policy instruments include forest conservation tax benefits (especially in the
Eastern/Midwestern states), conservation easements and voluntary deed restrictions.

• The establishment of a "wood bank" or "forest fuels to firewood" project was identified as a
project which could be accomplished with existing city capacity.  Co-benefits could include job
creation, meeting local needs for firewood, and minimizing wildfire risk.

Water Resources 

Community leaders described Mt. Shasta as a “land of plenty” in terms of water resources. A critical need 

however, is to enhance knowledge and appreciation for the need to actively conserve and protect water 

resources in the community.  

SME Suggestions: 

• Success generated by household involvement will be limited unless companies investing in local

water resources are brought to the table to collaborate on efforts. A multi-stakeholder

conversation about what water resilience looks like in Mt. Shasta (economically, aesthetically,

ethically, ecosystem-centric) will be a valuable start to this conversation.

• Opportunities for community education and engagement regarding water conservation may

include:

o Including water saving tips on people's water bills;

o Having a rating on the water bill that tells people how much water they use compared to

their neighbors;

o Hosting a neighborhood competition where those who reduce water consumption the

most in a sustained way are rewarded (e.g. community ceremony or yard sign);

o Launching a reality TV/radio show with a local television or radio station to showcase

competition to reduce water (or energy) use. See "Energy Smackdown" in Medford, MA;
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o Challenging a sister city to a water conservation competition;

o Competing in the National League of Cities Water Conservation challenge;

o Having a city-wide sign on pledge listing 10-12 things for each resident to do over the

course of a year. (E.g. water conservation, home insulation, etc.) Each month, organize a

campaign that focuses on one of those 10-12 things. Provide pledge stickers to showcase

participation. Missy Stults can provide sample pledges.

• A community-climate science engagement workshop with scientists studying regional

hydrological systems may be useful for identifying opportunities to advance this issue.

• Consider enlisting a volunteer(s) to collect freely available data and analyze it to discover trends

in snowpack and precipitation. Target at least 30 years of data to meaningfully capture and

mitigate interannual variability. Looking at the trends and the pattern of departure from an

average can show how these elements are changing over time. Such trends help understand not

only what is happening to snowpack and surface water availability but why they are changing.

Resources: 

• For further reading on what works best in reporting vs. messaging, consider:

o “Promoting conservation by managing residential outdoor watering evidence from the

Truckee Meadows area in Northern Nevada” describes what works best in reporting vs.

messaging. 

o The use of simulations is an excellent way to bring attention to an issue, though they

require funding. Applicable models include ArkStorm, Drought Tournaments, and

Alternative Futures.

• Sno-tel network provides snowpack data. While it doesn't have a station in Mt. Shasta, stations
nearby in southern Oregon may suffice.

• WestMap has data for precipitation, minimum temperature, maximum temperature and average
temperature by county. Use data for Siskiyou County instead of the hydrological unit (Upper
Sacramento Basin).

• Staff at the Desert Research Institute (DRI), part of the Western Regional Climate Center can be a
resource for understanding climate observations.

• Derek Kauneckis (Ohio University) and/or Thriving Earth Exchange could support
development/implementation of community-science engagement workshops or programing.

Potential Next Steps: 

• Confirm and assess city knowledge of local hydrological and meteorological projections over

relevant timescales; engage with partners or volunteers to fill any gaps in knowledge.

• Consult with appropriate stakeholders to explore and develop a public engagement activity or

program to meet water education and conservation goals.
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• Look for and pursue opportunities to highlight and raise awareness of water conservation in

city/utility information and products.

Payment for Ecosystem Services (PES) 

There was some interest in exploring PES as a way to reframe Mt. Shasta’s ecological assets and engage 

new sectors to advance a conversation about demonstrating the value of Mt. Shasta’s natural resources. 

Currently, they are viewed largely as exportable commodities. While it is a developing science, PES offers 

a model for adding explicit economic value to environmental public goods. PES can be useful for framing 

the relative value of prevention vs. post-event response. Note, however, that it is important to not fully 

"monetize" the environment, but to retain valuation of intrinsic value. 

SME Suggestions: 

• Exploring climate linkages can help identify what should get valued using PES in order to justify

certain interventions and adaptation actions.

• PES be used for everything from watershed services, carbon markets, to public health benefits

depending on the service of interest. The most successful valuation schemes, effectively “bundle”

benefits to get the highest value for the services they want to protect (i.e., water quality,

biodiversity richness, flood protection, etc.).

Resources: 

• GecoServ - Gulf of Mexico Ecosystem Services Valuation Database

• Proposed Lone Star Coastal National Recreation Area

o 2013 Presentation by Jim Blackburn (Blackburn & Carter)

Potential Next Steps 

• Engage in a series conversations with individuals knowledgeable in PES to explore the potential

and applicability of PES for achieving local priorities. Consider scientists, economists, and groups

that have launched successful PES programs.

• Pending results of those conservations, engage with partners to explore development of a pilot

PES initiative in Mt. Shasta.

Implementation 

Despite staff and resource limitations on the municipal level, Mt. Shasta’s place-based pride, engaged 

community and resident industries might offer a unique blend of resources and capacity to fill in gaps for 
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implementation. Dialogue participants noted that climate implementation work fares best when tied to 

risk reduction or infrastructure planning; tie strategic development to people’s sense of personal and 

community protection.  

SME Suggestions: 

• Many measures can be both cost-saving and climate adaptive, e.g. an earlier effort to convert
streetlights to LED lights. Look to cast other initiatives in the same light where possible.

• The most defensible decisions and investments will be based on clear historical data and robust
projections. Resources:

o Cal-Adapt is a resource for data produced by California’s scientific and research
community. Their website will soon have high-resolution, verified and scenario-guided
climate projection data for the entire state, covering 6km resolution for fire, drought,
snowpack and extreme heat.

o The U.S. Climate Resilience Toolkit has good data visualizations for Siskiyou County
regarding temperature, precipitation and heating/cooling degree days.

Resources: 

• CivicSpark is an AmeriCorps program dedicated to building capacity for local governments to
address climate change and water management issues in California.

• The Thriving Earth Exchange can identify and support city engagement with a volunteer Earth and
space scientist to advance a city priority.

General Resources 
The following are general resources about climate change resilience planning that were referenced during 

the Mt. Shasta Community Dialogue. Resources listed here span multiple key focus areas and may be 

cited elsewhere above in a specialized context.  

• Thriving Earth Exchange (TEX) can connect Mt. Shasta with a volunteer Earth or space scientist to
launch a project tailored to address a local priority.

• Community & Regional Resilience Institute (CARRI)

• Resilient Cities Climate Leadership Academy (Institute for Sustainable Communities) is an
opportunity for multiple individuals from a single municipality to get together with sister
municipalities from around the nation to explore issues of mutual interest.

• U.S. Climate Resilience Toolkit has case studies, tools, and resources.

• Climate Adaptation: The state of practice in U.S. communities (Abt Associates/ Kresge
Foundation) features in-depth actions that municipalities are taking to address climate change

• Climate Adaptation Knowledge Exchange (CAKE) by EcoAdapt

• American Society of Adaptation Professionals

• The National Adaptation Forum is a great event to see what others are doing and network. Held
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every two years (next in 2019) and provides generous travel funds. 

Next Steps for Consideration 

The resources and insights throughout this report can serve as the foundation for the planning and 
implementation of resilience activities in Mt. Shasta moving forward. It is meant to be a tool and resource 
for wider community and partner engagement in Mt. Shasta. It is not, however, a comprehensive 
resilience assessment. Further engagement of key community stakeholders will be important to share the 
outcomes of the dialogues and determine which priorities and next steps are broadly supported. Potential 
next steps that were explicitly identified within the dialogue are described in detail in the sections above.  

The additional list of next steps below was distilled from the dialogue for the consideration of community 
leaders as they proceed with their resilience building efforts: 

1. Hold an interactive workshop to share information about climate change impacts and resilience
with city staff and decision makers, with a focus on how to integrate climate resilience
considerations into city plan updates and implementation.

2. Explore resources, tools and best practices that can help broaden the integration of resilience into
city plans to promote co-benefits from the provision of basic services, and longer-term resilience
frameworks.

3. Develop and include shovel-ready projects in city plans that integrate green space and green
infrastructure. Seek financing opportunities to support expanded work.

4. Convene a multi-stakeholder conversation to establish a resilience vision for Mt. Shasta and
explore opportunities to incorporate a resilience lens into community education and engagement
around public safety, wildfire prevention, and water conservation.

5. Focus on leveraging local interest in environmental protection and build a multi-stakeholder
coalition of volunteers to advise, collaborate, and engage in local resilience initiatives.

6. Seek to connect and engage with trusted local, regional and national collaborators to enhance
capacity, share lessons learned, and advance resilience priorities.

7. Work with the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research to develop an approach to
incorporating climate into your local plans. (Note: Follow-Up Meeting has been scheduled for Juy
21 in Sacramento, CA.)
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City of Mt. Shasta 2040 General Plan Scope 
Background and Description 

The City of Mt. Shasta on the General Plan to guide development and community investments. 
The plan should reflect the community values, local themes, regional challenges, and future 
opportunities which are developed through community engagement and planning theory and 
practices. It is important to hold the General Plan in high regard because it is the embodiment of 
the hopes and dreams of a community and state regulation requires that the plan be the basis for 
all City decisions. 

Traditionally, a General Plan is revised every 15 to 20 years to re-evaluate the City circumstances 
and goals. The City of Mt. Shasta General Plan was revised ten years ago, but based on changes 
to state regulations and city circumstances a revision is needed. The City has struggled with its 
identity which can be seen in the lack of economic focus, inability to determine design features, 
and social turmoil felt when making decisions. To address these challenges and open 
opportunities to enhance the future of the City, the Planning Department will embark on a full 
General Plan revision. 

The theme of the General Plan revision is “Spirit of Mt. Shasta 2040”. The theme is based on the 
history of the Mt. Shasta area. 

The Mt. Shasta region is home to unique natural landscapes that have inspired the first people to 
settle and care for the land. The spirit of Native American culture and stories about the region 
bring magic and wonder to the mountain and surrounding forests. This wonder expanded to the 
white settlers whose spirit of adventure and opportunity brought them along the Native 
American trails to discover gold and a new life. The settlements grew with the rest of the United 
States with the spirit of industry and commerce through the proliferation of the logging industry. 
The railroads and highway development followed to enhance the early economy and growing 
population. Education and the access of information through the internet brought forward the 
spirit of wisdom and equity.  

The spirit of Mt. Shasta changes as we grow and respond to changes in our environment, economy, 
and society. We must find the new or revisit the old spirit that will lead us to meet the needs of 
our community and preserve our place in history. The Planning Department with assistance from 
the Planning Commission and professional consultants will develop tools to engage the 
community in identifying the spirit or feeling of belonging that brought them to the area and 
helped them stay. 

Tasks and Deliverables 

Task 1: Education and Framing 

1a. Kick-Off meeting with City Departments and Planning Commission 

1b. Draft education and awareness materials 

1c. Draft framing public engagement tools 
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1d. Schedule educational and framing events 

1e. Hold framing events and collect data 

1f. Develop element workshop materials 

1g. Collect community agencies and organization contact list 

Task 2: Data Collection and Analysis 

2a. Arrange Request for Proposals and Technical Assistance 

2b. Identify datasets and assessment tools 

2c. Arrange and analyze data 

2d. Manage consultants throughout data collection and analysis 

2e. Catalog methodologies and datasets 

Task 3: Draft General Plan Formation 

3a. Summarize values, themes, and goals of community 

3b. Identify common goals and objectives to measure success 

3c. Develop policy to meet shared goals 

3d. Identify implementation measures to create a clear path to success 

Task 4: Environmental Review 

Perform California Environmental Quality Review of the General Plan document. 

Task 5: Final General Plan 

Finalized General Plan with environmental review concerns addressed. 

Task 6: Specific Plan Development 

6a. Identify specific plans that respond to the new General Plan (Deliverables 3-7) 

6b. Follow tasks 1 through 3 to develop plans 

Task 7: Environmental Review 

Perform California Environmental Quality Review of Specific Plans 

Task 8: Final Specific Plans 

Finalize plans and proceed with implementation 
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Deliverable 1: 2040 General Plan 

Deliverable 1 would be a 2020 through 2040 General Plan with mandated and option elements 
to meet state expectations. Preliminary elements include Land Use, Circulation, Open Space, 
Conservation, Safety, Housing, Noise, Environmental Justice, Economic Development, Air Quality, 
SMART (digital technology), Water, Historic and Cultural, Public Facility, and Energy.   

Deliverable 2: Updated Zoning Code 

A result of the change in the Land Use element of the General Plan will trigger a Zoning Code 
and Map revision. The initial intent is to move the zoning code and map to a design and 
performance based code instead of the current Euclidean zoning. 

Deliverable 3: Annexation Timeline and Integration Plan 

Annexation, the expansion of City jurisdiction, should be mapped and planned to create cohesive 
and feasible growth of the City’s spatial footprint. This plan will include County and Local Agency 
Formation Commission involvement. 

Deliverable 4: Public Facilities Master Plan 

The Public Facilities plan will respond to themes in the Public Facilities Element and prioritize 
capital improvements to City property. 

Deliverable 5: Green Space and Green Infrastructure Master Plan 

The Green Space and Infrastructure Plan will combine trails, landscaping, and stormwater 
improvement goals for implementation.  

Deliverable 6: Architectural Development Guidelines 

The architectural design guidelines will utilize input from the General Plan on design o improve 
the requirements for new and renovated buildings.  

Deliverable 7: Economic Prosperity Plan 

The economic prosperity plan will assess and improve upon the economic offerings of the City 
of Mt. Shasta. 
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Planning Commission Agenda Item # 9 
Staff Report 

Meeting Date: August 15, 2017 

To: Planning Commission  

From: City Planner  

Subject:     Planning Department Priorities 

Recommendation: 

City Staff respectfully requests the Planning Commission recommend to the City Council to 
restructure the department priorities as follows: General Plan rewrite, Sign Ordinance revision, 
Cannabis Industry Ordinance creation, and Special Event Ordinance revision. 

Background: 

As part of the 2016 review of the General Plan, 2017 priorities were made to clarify and prioritize 
items that needed attention. The Planning Commission recommended three major focus areas 
and one alternate for City Council consideration (Attachment 1). The City Council approved 
Infrastructure, Noise, and Safety as the three focus areas. 

The priorities also included minor focus areas addressing the Cannabis Industry changes, 
Development Processes, Resilience Dialogues and Climate Change, Accessory Dwelling Units, 
and a Lighting Ordinance. The minor areas consist of smaller projects that may need less attention 
than the three major areas. 

The priorities were developed from a previous list in 2016 that the Planning Department 
maintained and collected from public input at the Joint General Plan Workshop and Planning 
Commission.  

Progress on Assigned Priorities 

The Planning Department and Planning Commission have made headway on a number of their 
priorities. Progress in the major priorities can be found in safety, infrastructure, cannabis industry, 
accessory dwelling units, and resilience/climate change policy. 

Safety 

Since February, the City Staff have developed an approved a wildfire mitigation program to lower 
the wildfire risk on the Roseburg Property and around the wastewater treatment plant. The 
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Consent 
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mitigation program uses forestry management techniques, specifically shaded-fuel breaks, to 
create more wildfire resistant lands. In addition to the City’s work, Pacific Power is also improving 
wildfire readiness while removing and trimming trees along the power line in the City of Mt. 
Shasta. These two effects have decreased the threat of wildfire spreading throughout the City.  

The City Staff have begun the process of reviewing the Local Hazard Mitigation Plan which is due 
to the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) in November. The possible hazards have 
been re-evaluated for frequency and severity to determine our hazard list. The City is now 
partnering with FEMA and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to assess the area’s 
vulnerability and response. The City is on schedule to renew the plan this year. 

Infrastructure 

The City has successfully attained funding from FEMA to repair sections of road throughout the 
City that were damaged in the January and February snow and rain storms. The funding will result 
in new roads on Rockfellow, Alder, Lake, Castle, and possibly Washington Avenue.  

Public Works has successfully attained planning dollars for the City water and sewer systems to 
upgrade piping to the Roseburg property and other area. Planning dollars are the first step to 
obtaining construction dollars to implement system improvements.  

The Active Transportation Committee (ATC) and the City of Mt. Shasta are working to obtain 
funds through the expansion of Senate Bill 1 to construction the Midtown Trail and improve 
bicycle supporting facilities.  

Cannabis Industry 

As the Commission is fully aware, a subcommittee was formed and relayed cannabis industry 
recommendations to the Planning Commission for consideration. The zoning amendment and 
ordinances are on track for approval and recommendation this year. 

Development 

City Staff have developed preliminary documents and identified new pieces of information to 
create to streamline the development process. The purpose of streamlining is to help the 
commercial and residential development markets.  

In addition to the streamlining development effort, a Housing Discovery Team has been created 
by the City Council to identify and elaborate on constraints to developing a healthy housing 
market. This team will present to Planning Commission and City Council in November their 
findings to improve housing choices for a variety of income level households. 
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Accessory Dwelling Units 

The City Council held the first reading of the Accessory Dwelling Unit ordinance amendments. 
The amendments are on track to be approved in the next month. 

Lighting Ordinance 

The Planning Commission has created a viable ordinance and awaits recommendation to the City 
Council. 

Resilience Dialogue/Climate Change 

As stated in the last item (Item 8), the Resilience Dialogues resulted in concrete 
recommendations, next steps, and opened new funding to continue with the effort. The 
integration of climate change and resilience will continue with the “Building Disaster Resilience” 
workshops and the climate vulnerability analysis in the next few months.  

Request for Change in Priorities 

Based on the discussion and action of the previous item (Item 8 Resilience Dialogues), the 
priorities may need to be amended. The Planning Commission may also want to amend in or out 
other priorities that have been assigned or arisen since February of this year.  

Attachments: 

1. 2017 Priorities
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Priority 

Level
Priority Area

Cost 

Factor
Goal Measure Deliverable

$
Create clear plans for funding and completing 

road construction

Identify clear steps and 

funding for a minimum 

of 3 stretches of road

$$

Develop and create a SMART Element 

including broadband infrastructure, energy 

infrastructure, and sensing networks

Creation of a SMART 

Element
Element addition

$
Clarify, coordinate, and find funding for the 

Midtown Trail. 

Complete detailed 

plans, secure 

easements, and apply 

for funding.

$$

Create a clear plan for funding and completing 

the Sewer Plan for the Roseburg Property 

Development

Create a detailed plan 

to further sewer 

infrastructure to the 

Roseburg property

$
Review and promote stormwater and drainage 

plans

Revise where needed 

and pursue funding for 

stormwater and 

drainage plans

$ Renew Hazard Mitigation Plan
Complete plan renewal 

by November 7, 2016

City of Mt. Shasta 

Hazard Mitigation Plan

$$
Amend Safety Element with aspects of the new 

Hazard Mitigation Plan

Creation of the 

Element

$
Promote the integration of fire safety 

measures into planning policies and documents

Implement 3 out of 5 

of the Safety Goal 4  

measures

$$$
Develop Request for Proposal to amend the 

Noise Element 

Creation of a Request 

for Proposal

Contract to amend 

the Noise Element of 

the General Plan

$$ Amend Noise Element 
Amend of the Noise 

Element

$
Create a Noise Ordinance per new Noise 

Element standards

Creation of a Noise 

Ordinance 
Noise Ordinance

$$$

Develop a Request for Proposal to create an 

Economic Development Element to the 

General Plan

Creation of a Request 

of Proposal

Contract to create an 

Element

$$
Create an Economic Development Element 

based on RFP results

Creation of an 

Economic 

Development Element

New Element

3 Noise

Alternate
Economic 

Development

Planning Department 2017 Priorities
Major Planning Priorities

1 Infrastructure

2 Safety
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Priority 

Level
Priority Area

Cost 

Factor
Goal Measure Deliverable

$$ Update Cannabis Dispensary Ordinance Creation of ordinance Updated ordinace

$$ Creation of Cannabis Cultivation Policy
Creation of an 

ordinance 
New ordinance

$$
Creation of Cannabis Production 

Manufacturing Policy

Creation of an 

ordinance 
New ordinance

2 Development $
Streamline development process between all 

departments

Creation of one 

development 

application

New development 

process

$ Complete national program 
Complete Dialogues in 

May 2017

Knowledge and 

practical integration of 

Climate Change policy 

into planning 

documents

$
Integrate climate change policy into planning 

practices

Identify and modify 

10% of planning 

documents with 

climate dialogue and 

practices

Knowledge and 

practical integration of 

Climate Change policy 

into planning 

documents

4
Accessory 

Dwelling Units
$

Update Accessory Dwelling Code to reflect 

changes at State level

Amendment of current 

practice to state 

standards

Updated ordinace

5
Lighting 

Ordinance
$ Create a light ordinance Ordinance creation New ordinance

3

Resilience 

Dialogues/ 

Climate Change 

Policy

Cannabis 

Industry 
1

Minor Planning Priorities
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